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In addition to providing a clear demonstration of G protein dissociation, we 

also propose a more complete model of the G protein cycle where active G 

proteins are in continuous association-dissociation equilibrium. Accordingly, at 

any given time during activation, G protein heterotrimers can cycle through 

several dissociation-association events until GTP ·is hydrolyzed. A model of the 

·G protein cycle where GaGrP + Gl3y and GaGrPGI3y are both present during 

activation is included. 

INDEX WORDS: G proteins, Dissociation, G protein coupled receptors, Gated 
Inwardly-Rectifying Pota$sium Channel, Fluorescence Recovery After 
Photobleaching. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Statement of Problem 

The idea that hete.rotrimeric (a~y) G proteins physically dissociate was 

formulated with purified G protein in solution·and has been questioned1
. 

Furthermore, recent experiments in intact cells suggest that G protein activation 

involves subunit rearrangement rather than dissociation2
-
5

• As of yet, no direct 

measure of G protein dissociation in vivo has been taken. To explore this 

problem, we have developed a method that monitors G protein dynamics in living 

cells and can unequivocally determine if G protein heterotrimers dissociate. 



B. Statement of Specific Aims 

In order to test the hypothesis that G protein heterotrimers physiccllly 

dissociate in living cells we measured release of G~y dimers from immobile Ga 

_subunits~ We used protein biotinylation and avidin-crosslinking to immobilize 

membrane-tethered CFP tagged Ga subunits and monitored protein diffusion . 

using fluorescence recovery ~fter Qhotobleaching (FRAP). We activated 

heterotrimers with coexpressed GPCRs and monitored G protein dissociation· as 

measured by either ~V redistribution into bleached plasma membrane or f3y 

translocation from plasma membrane into intracellular space. We also tested G 

protein mediated activation of inwardly rectifying potassium (GIRK) channels by · 

different G protein isotypes to determine if GIRK activation was dependent on 

dissociation. · 

1. To test the hypothesis that G protein heterotrimers physically dissociate in 

living cells. 

· 2. To test the hypothesis that the degree of G(3y effector activation is dependent 

upon the degree of G protein dissociation. 
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c .. ·Review of Literature: The role of G protein dissociation in 

transmembrane signaling 

G proteins cycle between active and inactive states 

G protein-linked systems include receptors, heterotrimeric (a(3y) G 

proteins and effectors. The canonical G protein pathway for effector regulation is 

summarized in the following step$: 1) receptor-induced GOP release from Ga 2) 
. . 

binding of GTP to Ga 3) dissociation of GTP bound Ga from G(3y 4) mocjulation · 

of downstream effectors such as GIRK and adenylyl cyclase by monomeric Ga 

and G~y subunits 5) hydrolysis evoked G protein inactivation and association of 

inactive subunits (Fig 1)6
. In some systems, regulators· of G protein signaling 

(RGS proteins) help speed GTP hydrolysis by stabilizing the transition state ori 

the Ga7-9 • · 

This pathway wa·s formulated with the idea that.physical dissociation of G 

· proteins was an integral part of G protein action 1. However, this conclusion was 

accepted without direct demonstratjon of G protein dissociation in· living cells 10. 

Accordingly, several reports have questi~ned if~ proteins dissociate in vivo11
• 

. . . ~ 

Consistent with this idea, some G ·protein~mediated signals can be initiated 

without G proteins physically dissociating 10
, Below is a review of some of the 

major findings for and against a role for G protein dissociation in signal 

transduction. 
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G Proteins are intermediates between membrane receptors and effectors 

External signals received by G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are 

forwarded to downstream effectors by heterotrimeric (Ga~y) G proteins 1. ·Such 

actions control a diverse array·of ceUular processes that range from.gene 

transcription to membrane excitability6· 12. G protein heterotrimers are composed 
. . . . . 

of three subunits a,~~ and v (listed in order of decreasing mass)1. They are an 

ancient family of ubiquitously expressed proteir1s that include 27 Ga subunits, 5 

· G~ subunits, and 14 Gy subunits6 ~ G proteins are activated by serpentine seven 

transmembrane receptors that catalyze the release of guanine nucleotide (GOP) 

from Ga13-15. 

-Ga subunits are categorized into four families, Gas, Gai/o, Gaq/11, and 

· Ga12113
6. Gas family G proteins function primarily to activate adenylyl cyclase 

(AC) whereas Gavo primarily inhibits AC16-19. Gavo family members include Ga:i1-

. a, oA,s, z, t, ·and gust that act to modulate several different effectors including ion 
. . . 

channels, phosphodiesterases, and kinases6. · Gaq/11 family G proteins function 
. ' 

. primarily to activate phospholipases that cleave lipids in the plasma membrane20. · 

Ga12113 family G proteins a.ctivate several guanine nucleotide exchange factors 

(GEFs) such as RhoGEFs.15. 

Although ~V is made up of two polypeptides, it is functionally a monomer 

because the two subunits cannot be dissociated except with harsh detergents12. 
. . . . ' 

Of the 5 G~ and 14 Gy subunits that are known, most can form. pairs, however, 

there are a few exceptions 12. For example, G~1 subunit can combine with Gy1 

and Gy2, while G~2 can combine with Gy2 but not Gy1 12. They associate with . 
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. ' . 

each othe.r via a 14 amino acid segment located clos·e·to the middle of Gy and 
. . 

blade 5 of G(321
• G(3y. performs several tasks including d~activation. of Ga 

subunits, reducing· GOP dissociation from Ga, G(3y effe~tor activation (see 

below), and acting as a cofactor for Gai/o.G proteins to undergo ADP ribosylation 

by pertussis toxin22
-
26

• 

Localization and fusion of G proteins to the plasma membrane is required 

for.-some forms of signal_ transduction27
• Acylation and prenylation add 

hydrophobic lipid anchors to G protein subunits for membrane binding27
• 

Interestingly, GP subunits have no anchor and therefore bind plasma membrane 

via interaction with lipid modified Gy subunits26
• Expression of mutant non-

. prenylated Gy subunits with p in cultured cells produces (3y dimers that are 

located in the cytosol rather than the membrarie27
• For Ga subunits, co-

expression with (3y causes more membrane-bound and functional Ga than if a is 

expressed alo.ne27 
•. 

Some Ga subunits ar~ acylated post-translationally by addition of 16 

carbon palmitoyl groups attached via reversible thioester bon~s26• These lipid 

anchors are added to the amino terminal cysteine residues of Gas and Gaq 28
• 

Gavosubunits, on the other hand, are acylated·with both palmitoyl groups and 14 

carbon myristoyl groups added amino terminally to glycine residues26
• There is 

evidence that dually acylated Ga subunits (Gavo) are more tightly membrane 

bound than Ga subunits with one lipid group29
• 

In contrast, lipid modification for Gpy subunits requires addition of longer 

. anchors which include ·15 carbon farnesyl groups or 20 carbon geranylgeranyl 
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groups26. All Gy anchors are attached to a cysteine residue located in the 
. . . . 

carboxy terminal CAAX box via thioester bonds27. lsoprenation by farnesyl 

thioethers are t.he most common modification for Gy subunits while few Gys {V1 

and y11) contain geranylgeranyl addition26. Moreover,·since farnesyl attachm~nts 

are less hydrophobic than geranylgeranyl, Gy1 and V11 are less tightly membrane 

bound than .other Gy subunits30. 

Early evidence suggesting that active G proteins dissociate 

Even before G proteins were found responsible for transducing receptor 

generated signals, in vitro experiments performed in the Rodbell lab suggested 

that monomeric G proteins mediated these events 1. In 1975, two years before 

Gilman and Ross showed ·that GTP and Gas addition were required for activation 

of adenylyl cyclase in membranes devoid of Gas, the Pfeuffer lab achieved partial 
. . 

resolution betwe.en adenylyl cyclase and an act.iva,~ing protein that bound 

· · selectively to GTP based affinity resins31 . Coincidentally, the protein he identified 

{unknown to him at the time) was Gas that had been liberated from G[3y during 

pu~ification. Thus, the first G protein resolved was monomeric. However, since . 

G protein h~terotrimers were not known to exist at that time, the idea that active 

G proteins physically dissociate did not gain acceptance until some years later 

when Gilman· and Howlett showed in hydrodynamic studies that activating 

· ligands aluminum. fluoride {AIF4), Gpp{NH)p, and GTPyS split Gas into two units 

{a 45,000 Da Ga subunit and 35,000 Da G(3y subunit)32. These experiments · 
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were later confirmed by Sekura et al., who also observed dissociation in the 

presence of activating ligands at higher temperatures33
• 

Meanwhile, other groups sug_gested that dissociation might be_a 

·conserved behavior of G proteins in separate systems. In 1983, B.K. Fung 

proposed that"G proteins dissociate in retinal cells34
• Using receptor induced 

. . 

GTP hydrolysis that required the presence of both Ga and GJ3y he observed 

· · saturated rates of hydrolysis at lower GJ3y concentrations when compared to that 

. of Ga. Since it was known that hydrolysis required an interaction betwe.en Ga 

and GJ3y, he reasoned that hydrolysis at mismatched subunit concentrations 

could only take place ifGat and GJ3y dissociate34
• 'This experiment was 

monumental in that it was the only one so far that used GTP rather than 

.. activating nucleotides GTPyS or GppNHp. 

After the discovery that G proteins could dissociate in solution, functional 

experiments w~re needed. The Gilman an~. l3irnbaumer labs provided much of 

the evidence. First, it was shown that purified Gas stimulated adenylyl cyclase, 

while purified Gai or GJ3y inhibited it17
-
19

• 
25

• 
35

• Next, Katada and Gilr:nan showed 

that ·irreversible inhibition of adenylyl cyclase was a result of G protein . 

dissociation in platelet membranes36
• 
37

• Their explanation was that liberated GJ3y 

subunits (supposedly derived from Gai heterotrirriers) overrode the stimulatory 

. effect of Gas. This was supported by the addition of GaiGDP which completely 

overcame the inhibition37
• While these experiments did not provide evidence 

that G protein di$sociation was an absolute requirement for signal transduction, 
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. they did provide compelling evidence for signal transduction by free or 

dissociated subunits. 

. . 
' . . - -

.. Some experimenters question if G proteins dissociate 

Although the prior studies proved crucial in developing the idea the G 

proteins dissociate, some groups were reluctant to fully embrace these findings. 

It was argued by some that dissociation in solution was a result of the 

experimental conditions used. Further experimentation attested to this. For 

example, Martin Rod bell showed that the addition of GTPyS to detergent extracts 

containing Lubrol induced dissociation, whereas G protein heterotrimers were 

preserved i.n GTPyS containing digitonin extracts38
. Also, the earlier work by 

Condina et al. suggested that AIF4- induced G protein dissociation took place at 

30° C but not at 4° indicating that higher temperature might be required33
. In 

addition, Rebois et al., showed that high Mg2
+ concentrations (commonly 

between 30 mM and above) could induce dissociation in the absence of 

activating nucleotides 39
• Their interpretation was that) high Mg2+ concentrations 

do not reflect the in vivo environment and .could artificially induce dissociation. 

Since these Mg2
+ concentrations were similar to the ones used in the early in 

vitro experiments, some argued that G protein dissociation as it was originally . 

. conceived might be incorrect40·10. 
\ 

One other problem that led to skepticism was that the only studies using 

Ga's natural ligand, GTP, were the retinal experiments 10. All other experiments 

were performed in the presence of activating nucleotides GTPyS, GppNHp, and 
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AIF4-. Therefore, some suggested that the. earlier findings with purified G 

proteins were not an accurate reflection of G protein behavior in vivo, as the 

activating ligands might artificially induce dissociation 10
. Plus, when Eva Neer 

tried to induce dissociation of Gao in_ the presence of GTP, she was unable to do 

so, presumably because of its r~pid hydrolysis to GDP41
• Thus, opponents of G 

protein dissociation claimed that GTP is different from its non-hydrolysable 

analog$, and their effects on heterotrimeric G proteins can not be equated10
. 

Crvstal structures reveal overlapping GaBv contact surfaces that burv effector 

interaction· regions 

From the 1990's forward, the resolution of G proteins by X-ray 

crystallography in· heterotrimeric form and with interacting proteins has 

contributed-to our understanding of how G proteins function. From these studies, 

it is argued that disruption of heterotrimers might be required for interaction with 

effector proteins. This argument stems from crystals of G protein heterotrimers 

showing that Gl3y and Ga surfaces that contact in the inactive G protein 

heterotrimers (switch II and aN helix of Ga) largely overlap the.regions that are 

important for interaction with effector proteins. Upon comparison ofheterotrimer 
. .. 

crystals with Ga ·subunits cocrystallized with effector proteins it is clear that Ga 

switch region. is a common interface for interaction with Gl3y subunits and 

· · effectors42
• 
43

• For example, Garphosphodiesterase(PDEy)·RGS9 and Gas·AC 

crystals both indic~te that the hydrophobic side-chains from effector proteins 

insert into a pocket at the N-termini of the a2 helix located at switch II (the same · 
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region covered by GJ3 in the heterotrimer crystalsf· 44
• These structures also 

detail the role that switch II residues such as tryptophan and phenylalanine have 

in conferring effector specificity. Coincidentally, these same residues are also 

responsible for hydrophobic interactions with Trp99, Leu 117, and Tyr145 in GJ3 in 

order to stabilize the heterotrimer7• 
44

• Thus, the authors of these studies· suggest 

that effector binding toGa subunits abrogates heterotrimer stability7
. 

Cocrystallization of GJ3y subunits with their effector proteins tells a similar 

story. GJ3 subunits attach to their targets with the same residues that they use to 

bind Ga. For example, a conserved tryptophan (Typ99 in bovine and human) 

. residue located· on blade 2 of GJ3 protrudes into the hydrophobic pocket of Ga 

and is a key residue for heterotrimer stability42· ·43. The same residue is also a 

contact site for GJ3y binding to the aCT loop and C-terminal tail of GRK2, the N

terminalloop of Phosducin, and the C-terminus of the SIGK peptide42· 43· 45
-4

7
. In 

addition, blade 7 residue Trp332 interacts with the switch II a2 helix via an 

electrostatic interaction with His209 and is a crucial for GJ31 binding to the C

terminal tail of GRK2, helix 3 of phosducin, and the C-terminus of SIGK peptide42· 

43· 45-47 ~ Furthermore, GJ31 residue Asp228 interacts with the switch II a2 helix of 

. Ga and is important for binding to the N-term of SIGK and loop 2/helix 2 of 

phosducin42, 43, 45, 46. 

Although many heterotrimer crystals suggest that G proteins and effectors 

share overlapping contact regions and requires unmasking of buried aJ3y . 

· interfaces, it is not known whether this translates to complete heterotrimer 

disruption. Of note is the finding that a role for the Ga aN helix interface in 
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effector binding has not been shown 13
. Accordingly, a heterotrimer could remain 

. . 

intact and still signal via a Ga subunit that simultaneously binds G(3y (~ia the aN 

helix interface) and effector protein (via the switch region). In addition, not all 

effector protein interactiQn sites· have been mapped to Ga-(3y overlap regions. 

For example, although PLC(3 binds the G(l switch region, it binds outside of the 

aJ3y contacts sites48
. Thus, G protein-mediated activation of some effectors 

. . . ' 

would require only partial heterotrimer disruption or. a semi-intact ·heterotrimer. 

Mutation analysis highlights the requirement for dissociation of G protein subunits 

Crystal structures provide a wealth of informatio~ of G protein structure 

and indicate tha't effector proteins share·unique·but overlapping binding sites .. 

However, they represent G protein signaling in a static nature which does not 

match its environment in vivo. Therefore, mutation analysis and construction of 

chimera proteins have been used to functionally confirm the significance of 

protein-protein interaction sites that wete previously identified in crystallography 

studies. Accordingly, the mutational studies have been directed at overlap 

regions betWeen G(3-Ga and effectors. For example, mutations such as W332A . 

at the "top" narrow surface of G(3 .(a part of G(3 that interacts with Ga) caused a 

reduced ability of purified G(3 to modulate PLC-2(3, PLC-3(3, and adenylyl cyclase 

1149
-
51

• Similarly, alanine scanning mutagenesis of sev-eral other Ga(3y contact 

points in addition to W332 on GJ3 resulted in .attenuation of modulation of other 

GJ3y targets such as GIRK channels and calcium channels49
• 

11 



Go-effector binding residues that overlap G~y have been investigated 

functionally as well. For instance, mutation analysis indicates that two regions of 

Gas, switch II and C terminal region encompassing amino acids 256-322 are 

important for adenylyl cyclase stimulation52
-
54

• Ofthese two regions, amino acid 

Gln236 in switch II,. a putative G~y contact site in switch II contributes to AC 

binding52
• Similarly, Skiba et al., has shown that Gat Trp207, a known G~y 

. contact site according to the Gat~V crystal structure, provides part of the binding 
,. 

energy to the COOH-terminal region of PDEy55 a finding that is consistent with. 
. . 

the Garphosphodiesteras·e(PDEy)~RGS9 crystal structure7
. Again, G protein-

· effector organization of these types might require complete disruption .. of G 

protein heterotrimers for effector activation. 

Free GBv-subunits activate downstream effectors 

. Originally, it was thought that o.nly free Ga subunits were responsible for 

activating effectors and the role of G~y was to terminate G protein signaling by 

passively binding Ga56
• However, this idea was revised as many G~y effectors-

have been identified including adenylyl cyclase, potassium channels, calcium 

channels, G protein coupled receptor kinases, phoshoinositide 3-kinases, 

phospholipases, and others 12
•
57

•
58

. It is now known that effectors can be 

regulated by Ga only, G~y only, ~a or G~y (that is, both subunits regulate the 

effector), or Ga and G~y (that is~ regulation by one subunit depends on prior 

priming by the other)56
• 

12 



The first G~y effector identified came with the report that purified G~y· 

activated the cardiac K+ channel59
• Using excised membrane patches, it was 

shown that free G~y subunits activate GIRK channels and that the addition of 

· GDP-Ga inhibited.activation59
• Not surprisingly, later mutagenesis studies 

indicated .that sites on G~y responsible for GIRK activation overlapped with Ga

GI3v binding sites and ague against assoc.iated Ga~v as slgnal.ing mediators49
• 

In addition, since liberated or "free" G~y can modulate effector proteins in vitro, it 

seemed likely that free subunits would signal in intact _cells. 

Semi-intact heterotrimers can signal in veast svstems 

Although previous reports suggest that G proteins can dissociate. There 

is no evidence that dissociation is absolutely required for a given pathway. On 

the other hand, there is evidence that semi-intact heterotrimers can signal60
•

61 
•.. 

For example, mating responses in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisia can be 

forwarded to effectors by G~y subunits held proximal to Ga62
• In these 

experiments, mating responses of cells made sterile by the presence of a null 

mutation in the ~-subunit was restored by intro~uction .of a heterotrimer in which · 

the amino terminus of G~ was fused to carboxy terminus ofGa62
• Since a fused 

. . ~ . . ' . . . . ' . . ' 

heterotrimer has no possibility of dissociating, the authors suggested that subunit 

dissociation was not required. Although these studies were convincing (as they 

were performed in a living system) caution should be used when tailoring their 
. . . . . 

interpretation to all G protein pathways. Accordingly, the G~v effector binding 

residues are outside the Ga~v overlap regions and in a more accessible location 
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for a G~y effector63
• 
64

• Thus, signaling of this type (e.g. G~y to Ste20 or Ste5) 

would not require major forms of heterotrimer disruption, as is the case for other 

signaling pathways (see above). 

Fluorescence Recoverv After Photobleaching measures protein mobility in intact 

cells 

In vitro methods and purified. G proteins have provided a wealth of 

information concerning G protein action. However, these techniques are unable 

· to measure G proteins dynamics in their native environment. Therefore, 

alternate techniques have been developed to me~sure G proteins in vivo. One 

· method now used to me~sure G proteins in their native en.vironment is 

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)65
. Traditionally referred to as 

fluorescence photobleaching recovery (FPR), this method has become the 

standard for measuring protein mobility in living cells66
• FRAP experiments 

measure the motion of fluorescently-labeled molecules in living cells by 

photobleaching a small spot in the cell and observing the replenishment of intact 

fluorophores into the bleach spot by lateral diffusion. 

Although several experiments have measured receptor mobility using 

FRAP, very little experimentation has been performed to measure G protein 

mobility in intact cells67-s9
. The only prior experiment that monitored G protein 

. mobility in vivo was performed by Kwon et a/. who labeled. G proteins with 

fluorescent dyes and then reconstituted them into NG-108-15 cells with vesicles . 

. Results from that study suggested that GJ3y diffusion was severely hindered while 
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. . . 

diffusion of Ga was less constraine(i70. Since that time, subsequent reports 

describing· subunit diffusion in vivo, have been limited; While this study provides 

little evidence for or against G protei·~ dissociation, it does suggest that mobility 
. . . . 

of G proteins in living cells needs to be investigated. 

Resonance Energy Transfer studies measure G protein activation in living cells 

Fluorescence and Bioluminescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET 

and BRET) microscopy permits high spati~l resolution of protein-protein 

interactions in living cells71-73. These methods require that proteins of interest be 

labeled with donor or acceptor molecules placed in a desired environment with 

no more than 1 0 nm separation 71 · 72. Because of the properties of G protein 

heterotrimers and available high resolution crystal structures, the use of RET to 

understand G protein dynamics in intact cells has been a productive area of 

research for the past decade. In each case, RET is detected by tagging Ga and 

G(3y subunits with donor and acceptor molecules2
•
5· 74-

76 . 

. The first such experiments were performed by Janetopolous et al., who 

measured .heterotrimer FRET in the slime mold dictoystelium· discoideum74
• 

Later, Bunemann et al. performed similar work in mammalian cells with Gavo 

fa.mily G proteins2· 3. Other data soon followed including BRET experiments in 

HEK cells expressing Rluc-(31 and Gas-GFP4
• Since that time, several 

experiments have shown that FRET and BR~T can be used to probe for the . 

agonist induced structural changes in G protein heterotrimers5· 75. 
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Although RET experiments have provided a breadth of information about 
. . 

· G protein action, they have also generated several points of controversy.· For 

example, several groups have observed agonist-induced RET signals that are 

inconsistent with dissociation ·of G protein subunits (i.e. RET signals increased 
. . . . 

instead of decreased)2
· 
4

• 
5

. Thus, some authors of these studies claim that G 

protein heterotrimers rearrange rather than dissociate in living cells2
• 

11
• Other 

investigators have also proposed the "clamshell" model of G protein action which 

suggests that receptor activation induces structural changes in G protein 

heterotrimer conformation. This mechanism allows for exposure of previously 

buried·in'terfaces between a and ~V subunits that can then directly interact with 

their respective eff~ctor proteins without the need for ~issociating 77
• Still,. other 

. . 

groups have approached these ideas with caution, as RET is measured from a 

population of proteins and is therefore unable to demonstrate heterotrimer 

dissociation78
• 
79

• 

Since in vivo measurements of G protein dissociation are lacking, we have . 

developed a method that can unambiguously demonstrate that G proteins 

dissociate in living cells. We measured the mobility of YFP labeled G~y dimers . 

in presence of active and. inactive i'mmobile Ga subunits with fluorescence 

recovery after photobleaching. Our. results indicate that active .G prot~in 

· heterotrimers physically dissociate in living cells. 
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A possible role for G protein dissociation in effector activation 

GIRK channels are responsible for slow synaptic potentials in neurons and 

·cholinergic inhibition of atrial myocytes80· 81 . They are activated by receptors 

acting via PTX-sensitive G proteins (e.g. Gailo) but not' PTX-insensitive G proteins 

(e.g. Ga8)
82· 83. The mechanism underlying this specificity is unknown and is 

. . 

currently the subject of intense investigation. Several experiments suggest that 

specificity does not lie at the level of the GPCRs themselves, as ·Gas and Gaq 

coupled receptors can activate GIRK if they are supplied with chimeric Ga 

subunits84· 85. .In addition, specificity does not reflect activity of a particular G~y 

dimer combination, as GIRKs a,re activated by different recombinant G~y 

subunits with less than-10-fold difference86. It is known that G~y subunits 

activate the channel, and no Ga subunits have been found to do so56. Thus, Ga 

proteins somel1ow impart specificity, even though G~y subunits are responsible 

for .channel activation. 

Several groups have proposed that G proteins exist as preassembled 

signaling complexes that include GIRK, G protein, and receptor87·-88. This type of 

configuration would confer Go-dependent specificity presumably by allowing 

immediate ~ccess _of G~y to the channel and sequestering following gating89. 

Moreover, several in vitro experiments attest to their existence. For example, 
. . . 

. . . Slesinger et al., and others have shown that G~y subunits, GDP-Gailo subunits, 

and GTPyS-Gailo subunits all bind the a_mino terminus of GIRK1 fragments85· 90-

93. Lavine et al., showed that Kir3and adenylyl cyclase co precipitate with 0 2 

receptors and ~2ARs in a G~y dependent manner94. Also, Nikolov et .al. isolated 
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a signaling complex from rat atrial membranes that contained GIRK1, Protein 

phosphatase 1, Protein phosphatase 2A, Protein kinase A, GRK, receptor for 

activate~ C kinase, actin and G~y95• 

_·. Like· the previous in vitro st~dies, several_ st~dies in living cells also 

. suggest that receptors, G proteins, and effectors might be co_mpartmentalized96
• 

Of these, reso·nance energy transfer (R~T) is the most popular method for 

measuring protein-protein interaction in vivo and has yielded several insights into 

receptor-G protein-effector dynan1ics87
• 
88

_. RET experiments include FRET 
. . - . . . . 

between GIRK channels and-tagged G~y subunits arguing for a local 

rearrangement of a preformed G~y-GIRK complex and BRET between Ga_s and 

GIRK87
•88• ··of note is the finding that tagged Gavasu.bunits fail to RET with 

tagged GIRK channels88
• 

91
• Thus, while it is still uncertain to what extent a 

signaling_ complex of G_IRK-receptor-G protein exist~ this form of extreme 

compartmentalization is currently the best explanation available for the specificity 

of GIRK channel activation. 

Here, we offer an alternative mechanism to account for G protein-effector 

specificity. We propose that the ability Qf G protein heterotrimers to modulate 

effectors mig~t reflect their ability to provide free G~y dimers. Accordingly, a 
. . .. 

G protein heterotrimer that is less likely to dissociate (or that is more stable when 

active) might not activate GIRK as readily when compared to heterotrimer more 

likely to dissociate. Our results are consistent with this hypothesis, as we have_ 

found that active GaoA subunits liberate G~y dimers more efficiently than Gas and 

· · also activate GIRK channels more readily thatGa8 • 
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Fig1. Schematic representation of.the G protein cvcle 

A. Agonist bound 7.-transmembrane receptors bind-Ga subunits inducing GDP 

release. Ga subunits bind GTP and become active. 
' ' ' 

B. GTP bound Ga subunits and G{3y dimers either rearrange or dissociate froin 

each other exposing buried effector binding regions .... 

C. Ga subunits and G{3y dimers modulate down stream effectors including (but 

not limited to) Adenyly{Cyclase (AC) and Gated Inwardly Rectifying Potassium 

channels (GIRK). 

D. Ga subunits (with the help of .GTPase proteins) hydrolyze GTP to GDP. This 

inactivates Ga and causes reassociation of G{3y. 
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II. Materials and Methods 

Generation of eDNA Constructs 

CFP-TM-Ga subunits consisted of (starting that the amino terminus) a 

· · cleavable signal sequence derived from human growth hormone, the first 103 

amino acids of the rat ~:-~-opioid receptor, and enhance CFP fused to human Ga 

subunits (Gai1·. i2, i3, oA or s; Missouri S& T eDNA Resource Center, Rolla, M0)97. To 

make CFP-TM-Ga subunits constitutively active, QL mutants Gai3 Q204L, Gai2 

Q205L, Gai1 Q204L, GaoA Q205L, or Gas Q227L were fused to CFP-TM. For 

. experiments involving PTX, CFP-TM-GaoA, CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP-TM-Gai2, and 

CFP-TM-Gai3 subunits were rendered PTX insensitive by mutating C to G at the -. 

4 position of each Ga subunit98. For CFP-TM-Gasqs, the 5 amino acids normally 

found at the carboxy terminus of Gas (QYELL) were replaced with those from the 

carboxy terminus of Gaq (EYNLV). To. make CFP;_TM-Ga G~y binding defective, 

we used constitut~vely active CFP-TM-GaoA R179C that contafned mutations 

119A, E20A, and K21A28. 

CFP-TM-~as·GaoA chimera proteins were made as follows: for CFP-TM-

. Ga(oA-aN)s, the amino terminal 32 amino acids (the aN helix) of Gas were replaced 

with those of GaoA; for CFP-TM-Ga(oA~aN switch-oA)s, the aN helix of Gas was 
. . 

replaced with that of GaoA as before, and amino acids 179-243 (switch regions 



II, and Ill) of GaoA replaced amino acids 210-277 of Gas; for CFP-TM~Gas(oAa 

helical domain)s, amino acids 33-157 of Gas (a helical domain) was repl~ced with 

amino acids 60-210 of GaoA· We mutated amino terminal isoleucine 26 and 

glutamic· acid 27 to alanine in CFP-TM-Gas to make CFP-TM-Gas IEAA28 . 

. YFP-N-y2 consisted of amino acids 1-155 of enhanced YFP-Venus (F47L) 

fused to.the amino terminus of the bovine V2 gene. YFP-N-v2111 was V2 with its 6 
. .. 

carboxy terminal amino acids (FFCAIL) replaced with those ofv11 (GSCVIS). 

YFP-C-(31 consisted of amino acids 156-239 of EYFP fused to·the amino 

terminus of the bovine P1 subunit. Bimolecular fluorescence complementation 

drove the expression of a f~nctional Venus protein when YFP-C-(31 and YFP-N-y 

were cotransfected99
• 

Prime·rs used to amplify insert templates are found in tables 1-4. In each 

construct, primers and insert templates were PCR amplifi_ed, gel purified, and 

inserted into homologous regions of receiving templates. Antibiotics (ampicillin 

1 00 IJg/ml or kanamycin 50 IJg/ml) or re_striction enzymes were used to screen 

for positive clones. Positive eDNA was transformed into JM 106 bacteria, 

amplified in antibiotic containing media, and purified with Qiagen maxi preps. 

GP1V2-Venus was a gift from Dr. Huanmian Chen and Dr. Steve Ikeda, 

NIAAA, Rockville, Maryland. Rat A1 adenosine receptor was a gift from Dr. Mark 

Olah, Duke University, Durham, NC. HEK cells stably expressing GIRK1/GIRK4 

subunits and eDNA encoding for GIRK2D HA were generously provided by Dr. 

Lily Jan, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, California. The 

secreted variant of E. coli biotin ligase was a gift from Dr. Michael Barry. 
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-• ; ..... :;:. Table· .1. ·Primer~ and .templates-. us:ecJ for gent3ration -of.CFP~T;M~Ga. subunits~ 

I ~ . --~ 
Constructs ~ Insert Template ~ Receivirlg Template ~······ Pfiil:l~r~tot:amplif}ijni;JI~sect •..•... · ... ~. --r~\UJ2ll """ ............... _m~.-~, .. :;;:,~~~ ~· ~":- ____ : ___ --- ...... _.~-.:- __ · ..... ·-<·-··.: ____ ----~ 

· g ... :5~ ACTGCCACCTCTAGAGGGCCCATG·. · -:. 
. ss-CFP~TM-Gaor\ Human ~a.o"·(Guthrie) ~ -~s-CFP .. TM-accepto_r . ___ · __ .:~G~-~-·-_-~TA9"f_C __ :1_G ____ -_~G.·c_}3 .. ··cAG. A(?_· ___ GA···G.· 3. ·::f>, · 

C351G 1n pcDNA3.1 .r an pcDNA3.1 : .. _.:~'_GGCTGAl"GAG~GGGTCTAAACTT:: R: I . ·.·. ·GATCTCTAGATCAGJACMGGCGC.'3' . -··· . 

.. •· · ..... ·.·· .··· ·.· __. -~J~~:G~•~G:;rie) ~~~·___,, ..... :--- ..•.. · .. · •. · ....••.•. ~g~~=~~~~~~i."l 
· .ss~C.FP~ TM-Gau· · I. -· C35lG Jn pc0NA.3J · -· ~-s~C.FP-:TM~a~c~ptpr · ' ·5· GG,~TGAr¢AGCGG{;Tcti\McT . _ 

-=· ··--~~~. ·d'-'··~~. 
-CFP-TM-G · I Human ~a;;(Guthrie) I ss.CFP-TM-a::Jceptor --~~~6 ___ G_r_·_~~~§g_,;~-·--~A~-~G-_:CG_i~~ .. c~! __ :.-• F: .•. 

ss · a.,2 1 C35-1G 1n pcDNA 3.1 ~ · . .:_s~'GGGT~AT~AGCG.GGTC~AAAcrc R .· 
I I :• TAGI\:CTCGAG.TCAGAAGAGG.CC 3~ . . -

~=~~~ 7'"'-_. .. ::··: ·. >. -· ·:5,:ACT~CGACqTCTAGAGGGcccif~~ 
. . . ...... · . . HumE:tn.(3(li3,((3ythne) ~ ·_ .·. · ........ :· , · · __ - : -•·GGGcrG.cACG1TGAGc·Gcc(3AA3~: · F. 

, .. ss-C.FP;..T~~GQ;i3. -~·- •-_--_-~C_· 3~1 __ G __ in.-pcDNA·3_J--- -_-_.,; . ~s--CFP-Tfv1-_··a~ceptor_:· ·. . ~ :s_ ;~~-G. cr __ a_.: __ ._ATCAGC(3GG.TCT-.·AAA.· _:c!c .R 
. · ... · · _. . - ·... .· . · :. . . · ·. . . ·. . . · . ·. · . . . . . TAGACTCGAC?TGAA.T,AAAGTCC 3_ · 

~~~~~-~- ~~~~~-~--~~-?· --~~· ·, F~ 

·c· ·F· ·P_T-.M.· ·_.G····.· .•...... J
1 
.. / ·_Hum_.··· __ :a.n __ G_ tt$L. ~~g( __ G_-_ u:. t_hrie_)_i~~_.i_._· _ _.:- -_-_--_/ •• _.c:_-:_F __ -_-_· •p_. __ ._-T·~·_:M_ -._ ·•_·. · .. • --~···.~---_ . • -.• · .•;!_-~-·AA_~;_~_-_g_;gg_·g;g_gJ_--~-·---~-~-A_A ____ G_.G_-~_-.--_-~-cg_---~-· F . ss- . - . - as . . ·.. . . _, . . : . ·. . . . ' ' . . l . ss- . - . -accep or .· . . . . . ' . . . ·.· : :. . . - . - . 

· · · · C351G' in pcDNA·3;1_. · 1 -. • . _.· ._. · · : - . · · .5'9G~\GGCTG~TCA(3C<3GGTCTAAAC· R 
!i . _· : . . _.· .· • · -. . ~ .. · . . . . . ._ : · _· · · TCTAGACTCGAGTTAGAGCAGCTC 3' 



· >·T~ble .2 .. P(ltners. a.n.d templates us(3.t:;l forg(Jn~ration. 9f constitutively' active : 
· •· .• · CFP~/TM-Ga.supunits · 

~ 

. · .... ·. ·' . . ..·.. . . · .. · ... :. : .·.. . . : . . . . I 5'ACTGCCACCTCTAGAGGGCCCAT 
.. : ss-CFP .. ;.TM···.·. ~~_a11. . .. Jillrt'la.· n G.(.li~·(G.· tJ.thri.e)· · .. , . ss-CFP-TM-acceptor ' GGGCTGCACGC~GAGCGCCGAG 3' F 

~Q204L. . . · .· ·. ·Q204L in pcDNA:3~ 1 . 5' GGCTGAT9AGCG~GTCTAAACT R 
.. · .... · .. · · .. ... · " ·. .. ·····. ·.. .· .. · :m-CTAGACTCGAGTTAAAAGAGACC3' 

. . .. •. . .- ~~.... ;;~~~ ~lJ:: ::i pz:ei qse= J tilOJ<':I:ilf:~ 

ss-ci=P-_ :Trv1~~ai2···· .. ·I.••.:·.: :.Hu. lll.a. n: G. ·«~(G.uth.r .. ieF. ··. .•· . · ·. ss-cFp: TM-acceptor ~=~~gg~T~~~~!· F 
Q205L · .. · · · . . · .·. Q2.Q5L i·n pcDNA 3~1· ..... : :_ ·. . 5' ~GCTGATCAGCGGGTCTAMCJC R 

· · :_ • · . · .· . : . . : · • . · > T~GACTCGAGTCAGAAGAGGCO 3" 

...... ss-C~i;~~-Gfh t··. ~~;~i~~~~<;~~~rie)ll: ss-CFP-TM~acceptor• •. F t.T~~l~!!:~i~:= FR:·· .. 

. ·. r ·· · . . . . . : · [ ~ .. TCTA(;ACTCGA.GTIAGAGCAGCTC 3' ·. · 
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Tab/f) 3. Primer$·and t€Jmpla,te$ .. ··useator generation of.f«sion proteins-

l'nsert Template:. . . . . R~q~iyi_ng Teinplcite ·Prim~rs:-for·amplifying lr1s_ert-I 
I l 

-~-

C;onstructs 
·-~~~""nM-1:t~::~~~ _ __ _ ,

1
-- -_ _ _ __ _-- , ___ . __ -r - _ _ _ 

1

. 5'ACTG~CACCTCT~GAGGGCCCATG F 
:f:ls-CFP,-"!fy'~G:a,,A _-_ , H__ ~~an ·G_.:.-_ a __ ~A:(G.IJt~ne) -~-·- · _ _ ~-$-~C--_f=P_-r __ M-~cceptor ~~~gJ~~;g~g~g~~~~~~~~ 3' 

RC. I~J< _ .j- -R() I_E_K •n pcDNA._3.1 1 . 11.1 pcO(\JJ.\ 3.1 GATCTCTAGATCAGTACMGc~Gc 3' R 
-~·-4 · :. · ·- ~;-~~l~na:· *'l¥'lW'rt't1~:aptrm:.,.?'t¢t17 t#tf5~-r:~w.rprfiti¥Wtn'*J·eym•wt:mt1iW 9'!:-WJM~ti!f~ 

. '·.& '• ' '', ' ' 

'I 5'.CAGCGCATGCACCTTCGTGAGTAACMCCTG F= 
.. '. ,· ' ', ', . '- __ ·. ' ' I· . '-. ' . .· ';' -·. ',,' .GTC::TA:AC'!~qAQ,G~~A~G:rT.iAGACCCG¢3: 
QY:ELLJrom Gaq. I ss-CFP-TM-,Gas. ·s_. "G __ c __ G __ GG __ crcrAAA_: ... c __ ~c_ rA,G_ cc_:_._rcGAG ___ TTA_ GAc.c 

A~1T_GTAC::TCAC:GAAGGTGCATGCGC:f:G'3~ · 

~*~ .... ::~~ -• • ~·•===--* uu ~~f,o\qc¢G~~~c;:$;'~AJ\~~~CTfA m_.,. ~.s~ 
. BaotanA_.--cceptor· . __ . _ .. _._ .,. .. -~ ._.0 ... A __ 3. ___ -_· AT_ G ___ A_:r. ___ '/1\_:r_c __ m_ .. _GAA __ Gc __ :rc_AG. AAM_. ____ -___ rr ___ Gw._ ~rGGcA _ F 

' ' '' ' • I ' . ·- . ' GIRK1 _tn PC : N ''' .t Tt:;C,~CA:f(;TC9GCAAP!~CACTS~C:3' ' ' ' . 

BAPGIRK1 I ·~~~~EAQKIEWH . ·. .b./WK~1480~A11.5 . I! ~~~~=.,~~ R 

~---"""-4- ..-=~ ~-~r~:~rr~;;'"'-~-
. _ . . -~ _ _ . . ... . _ . . _ . . -. a . - . ~ ArcrcnAAGccGGGArccAccGGATcJA 3' . 

YN.~Gy2/11 ~._· GSCVIS ftom ·Gy1'1 ,_-,_.. YN-Gy2 .·._· s_·_r~~AT~¢cj~T~G-AT:_tc¢GGCrrAAGA_ ' GATM' . 
. g . f . ~. CAqAG_GM.CCC!fCTJ:CTCCCTAA.A:J:GGG 3'· R 

· ss~CFP:..TM·Gnscw 
R_: 
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--_- .T~bJ~·: 4·.· __ Primers:, Bfl(ttemplatas I!Sf3Cllor:iJ~heration ofch!tn~ra: ·CFf~_r.M-Gtt subl!tUts -

. . ..... : . . . : ·.. . ~ .... ·.. ·. . . . . . 

,._ · .. :: :$~~c~f»~riV1-6<l-· 
·-(oA~N~·:_ 

.. • .... :~ -:· ·--~>:.-: ._.:· .. -.-~.:~ .. --<---~ -..... 

. · -. G:CtoA amino_ aCids 
· -• :t~,~2·- <ft..N H~uxr -. 

-~~~ <Zll<:..,,>rr~;ev~:~~~=~·~=~l'''-..--" ',~m'a'er w ux-~ 

ss.CF_ .•.•. _P-TM·G_. (X •••• ·~~-······· ·~(s~_._i~_Ti_,ti_0_ !n_·-~d:l~9-9~. s_;)-_ >_· --~f ~$-CFP· l'Mc~a! .. l~ I . ~s:~CTTAGC~G~~G~A~CGG~c-2c~A-;C;G~AA62cfc~G; F 
. (oA..f.lN&WitcfloA}s· · · •··· · -! · •-- · · ·· ' ·· · · -· · · · i "'" I"\MM"\ R 
· ·' · · . ·. ··. · '· · .· . - · . · ·_ . . . . . _- . . . . · · · · .··· . . : . _.·. . . . . · CCAGGAGGCTCTGAACCTCTTCAAG3' 

· < ··_·._.· _: ___ ·._· ... · .. · _-. i:·p_-_ . ..: ___ -.:·t~h-.;:t;;_'·····t'·t. 'G·-7 .·=. "- :~~·~.-~.: ·. ··._-. -_ -·: ·:._• ;.: . -:-_:~~gt~~CGA_GGfct~~~~~&~~j" -·-:·F•_: . . . . . ~ nmers a mu a e as . . _- _ . . . . _ .·· .. - . . .. ·. . . . . . ... _ ·. 
· ss-CFP-r:M~Gffr. . l· ts6_tetici~~a-~2~~-:,- :_ . -· ·-_ -~ _ . _ . - -_ -~s.~CFP~T.M~G~· .. ·: : -i~%~~f~~~J~~Jf~i:C~~~d~pi:. _ _. .: 

· · •.:51eAA . -l· and~lutam•c-ac•cl.(27),·toalamner:·i · -: .:_.:;'qc~GtrGc.trcocc:;GCc:rrm~rr~~c;Tcc_: · R . 

··.· .. · ..... ~···· ·~~ ~ d: t .·· .. ·- :. . . . . :::::~..;;;;--"'"" 
· ·. ss~cF ___ p~rfv1_ -__ · Ga_ · · !!. : GtXoA A __ mino _acids .. :. _Jr_ ... _--. · ss-CFP-TM~Ga~ . -·_,._-~~G-f3AC:G.t(311M_:. ·_c __ ATli. A~AA_G __ -_cc:f-G_TTG·li· c ___ 3~ · F.-. ·_ 

·· -~(oA-t~he\i~,~~pnJs:·_ -l --_ ·33-t1t - , :··: .. . . . . ~~~Wg~g~+~W29~~~~~~~~t;~:r · R: 



Maintenance of Cultured Cell Lines . 

HEK 293 (ATCC, Manassas, VA) cells were.grown on glass coverslips, 75 
. . 

... cm2 flasks,· or 35 X 10-mm dishes (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA) that were 

coated with 0.1 mg/mL poly-L-Lysine (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) for one hour 

prior to seeding. Cells were grown in a Nuaire incubator at 37° C with 5% C02• 

Growth medium for cells was FBS-PSG-MEM media that contained minimal 

essential medium (MEM Invitrogen, Carisbad, CA) supplemented with Fetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS; 10%), 4 mM glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 IJg/mL 

streptomycin. FBS-PSG-MEM media that contained 5% G418 (Geneticin; 

Invitrogen) was used to grow HEK GIRK cells. · 

. . 

Polvethvleneimine fPEIJ Transfection 

HEK cells were transiently transfected with eDNA via Polyethyleneimine 

25-kDa (PEl, Sigma Aldrich). eDNA and PEl (1 IJL of PEl for every 3.251Jg of 

eDNA) were diluted in 250 IJL of 150 mM NaCI solution in separate Eppendorf 

tubes and sat at room temperature for 5 minutes. The ·contents of the PEl tube 

were added dropwise to the cDNA-NaCI solution in order to form cDNA;..PEI 

complexes. While DNA-PEl complexes formed, FBS-PSG-MEM media was 

removed from cells and saved. Cells were washed once with 1 mL of 

supplement free. MEM. DNA-PEl solution was dissolved in 9.5 mL of minimal 

media and 1 mL was added to each well. Cells were allowed to incubate in 

MEM-DNA-PEI solution for 1 hour at37°C .. Following one hour, solution was 

removed and supplemented media was re-added. Experiments were performed 
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1-2 days after transfection. For experiments requiring PTX, 100-300 ng·dish-1 

PTX was added to supplemented media and treated cells were allowed .to 

Incubate overnight. 

Biotin-Avidin Cross-/Inking 

In order to biotinylate membrane proteins,_ cells were washed (3X) with a 

buffer solution (Biotin Elation or BE buffer) containing (in mM) 150 NaCI, 2.5 KCI, 

10 Hepes, 12 glucose, 0.5 CaCI2, and 0.5 MgCI2 (pH 8.0) and then incubated for· 

15 minute~ in buffer containing· NHS-LC-LC-Biotin (0.5 mg·mr1
) (Pierce, 

Rockford, IL). Following biotinylation, cells were washed an additional3 times 

with BE and were incubated in BE buffer containing 0.1 mg·mr1 avidin (Pierce). 

· Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was used to determine 

protein mobility in cross-linked cells. For controls, cells were incubated in BE 

buffer containing NHS-LC-LC-Biotin and were not exposed to avidin. Cells 

endocytosed avidin after several hours, therefore, all FRAP and translocation . 

experiments were performed within one hour of avidin cross-linking 

Imaging and Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching 

Imaging experiments. were pe,~ormed by placing c::ells plated on. glass 

. coverslips on the stage of an SP2 scanning confocal microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, 

Germany) with an oil-immersion 63X; 1.4 NA objective (Ziess 514 immersion oil). 
. · .. 

. . . . . ' . 

CFP was excited using 458 nm laser lines, YFP was excited using 514 nm laser 

lines, and Alexa 647.and 594 were excited with·633 nm.laser lines. The confocal 
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pinhole was opened to =3 airy units. For FRAP ·experiments, low intensity 

illumination was used during non-bleaching events to reduce background 

fluorescence decay. Following five (prebleach) low intensity laser scans, 

increased laser intensity (75% YFP, 1 00% CFP) was used to irreversibly 

photobleach ·a 3 or 4 1-1m region of interest (ROI) at the plasma membrane-. 

Reco~ery ·in the bleach region was monitored for one to five minutes (post 

bleach). Average pixel intensity in the bleach region was photobleach corrected 

by dividing _the bleach region by, an adjacent non-bleac~ed region of the plasma 
. . . . 

membrane and was_ background corrected by subtr~cting a background region· 

from both bleach and adjacent non-bleached region. Average pixel in~ensi.ty 

_ratios of were normalized to the_highest value and were plotted over time. For G . 

protein activation studies, cells were continuously perfused with buffer solution· 

containing (in l'l)M) 150 NaCI, 5 KCI, 1 o- Hepes,1 0 glucose, 1.S_CaCI2, and 2.5 

MgCI2 (pH 7.2). To activate receptors, adenosine (10 or 50 IJM), isoproterenol 

(100 IJM), or arginine vasopressin (1 IJM) was dissolved in the same buffer 

solution.· A six channel valve controller (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) was 

· · used to control solution changes from gravitY fed plastic tubes attached to a silica 

glass perfusion capillary that was pQsitioned directly in front of the cell. 

Mobile Fraction ~nd Diffusion Analysis -

Fluorescence recovery Mobile Fractions (MF) were derived from the 

following equation R=(F00-Fo)/(FrFo), where Foo is the recovery value, F0 is the 

value immediately after photobleaching, and F; is the value immediately before 
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photobleaching. Diffusion coefficients (D) were derived by fitting fluorescence 

· recovery curves to the empirical equation: F(t)= F; + Fm (1-[w2(w2 + 4rrDf1]0·5), 

where F;is the fluorescence intensity immediately after photobleaching, Fm is the 

membrane, w is the width of the bleach .region, and Dis the effective one

dimensional· c;tiffusion coefficient 100. 

Adeny/y/ Cyclase Activation Assays 

cAMP accumulation was measured using enzyme-linked immunoassay 
. . . 

(ELISA) kits (Biomedical Technologies, Stoughton, MA). HEK cells were plated 

on poly-L-Iysine treated 24 well plates and allowed to grow overnight. HEK cells 

were PEl transfected with CFP-TM-Gas subunits, receptors, and G~y-Venus and 

experiments were performed the following day. Cells were treated with 100 IJM 

isobutylmethyxanthine (IBMX) to eliminate phosphodiesterase activity. Enzyme 

activities were determined in the presence or absence of 1 0 tJM arginine 

vasopressin. Data were calculated as cAMP produced per well using a BioRad 

Plate reader (Biorad, Hercules, CA). 

Metabolic Biotinylation of GIRK1-BAP 

A Biotin acceptor peptide (BAP),GLNDIFEAQKIEWH was inserted at the 

extracellular loop of GIRK1 subunits between K114 and A115. This peptide is 

metabolically biotinylated at the underlined lysine residue when coexpressed 

together with secreted biotin ligase (pSEC BirA) 101 . GIRK1-BAP subunits were 

coexpressed tog~ther with GIRK2D HA subunits, G~1V2111-Venus, and CFP-TM-
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GaoAOr CFP-TM-Ga5 in.HEKcells. Avidin alexa 647 (Molecular Probes, 

Invitrogen) staining and. flow cytometry was used to monitor membr~ne 

expression-of GIRK1-BAP/GIRK2 in CFP-TM-GaoAOr CFP-TM-Gascells. 

Whole-cell Voltage Clamp Recordings 

Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were made on HEK cells on the· 

stage of an Olympus_IX70 inverted fluorescence microscope. Currents were · 

monitored with a Patch Clamp PC505/DC ·amplifier/filter. Cells were ·held at a 

membrane potential of -60 mV, and each second were stepped to -100 mV for 

0.2 S, and then. ramped from -100 to 0 mV ata rate of 0.18 mV ms-1 to resolve 

GIRK currents. Pate~ electrode.s were prepared by pulling ·bo'rosilicate glass 

capillaries (150F-4, World precision instruments, Sarasota Fl) to 4-5 Mn ·using a 

Flaming/Brown micropipette puller(model P-97, Sutter Instruments Co.) Pipettes 

were filled with a ·solution containing (in mM) 140 potassium gluconate, 5 KCI, 1 0 · 

HEPES, 0.2 EGTA, 0.3 Na2GTP (Tris), 3 MgATP (pH 7.2-290 mOsm kg-1 H20). 

Cells were perfused with a solution containing (in mM) 150 NaCI, 5 KCI, 10 

HEPES, 10 glucose, 1.5 CaCI2, and 2.5 MgCI2 (pH 7 .2, -320 mOsm kg-1 H20) or 

"GIRK solutio~" with 122.5 NaCI and 30 KCI. Adenosine (1 0 or 50 IJM), 

Isoproterenol (1 00 IJM), or BaCI2 (200 IJM) were dissolved in the GIRK solution 
. . 

· . and were added· by changing solutions ·with a gravity-fed multipart manifold 
1 

attachment .connected to a_silica gl~ss perfusion capillary position~d directly in 

fro.nt of the cell. In some experiments, adenosine receptor antagonist, Sulfa

phenyl' theophylline (SPT) was dissolved in the above 5 mM K+ solution. Current 
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traces were digitized and recorded with a multifunctional 1/0 board and WinWCP 

software (J. Dempster, Strathclyde University, Glasgow). All recordings were 

made at 26° C. 

Translocation experiments and analvsis 

Plasma membrane and intracellular fluorescence changes were monitored 

to determine G protein dissociation via G_~1V2111-Venus translocation. Low 

intensity series scans were taken every two seconds .for up to five minutes to 

· · monitor G~1V2111-Venus and CFP-TM-Ga. Agonist was added for 20 seconds to 

one minute to induce G~1V2111-Venus translocation. Sequential CFP and YFP 

series scans were used to monitor CFP-TM-Ga and G~y-Venus simultaneously. · 

Agonist addition elicited-translocation of G~1V2111-Venus, but no CFP-TM-Ga 

translocation was present in all cells tested. A mean ratio of PM-to-intracellular · 

Venus and CFP fluorescence was normalized and plotted versus time. A portion 

of these experiments for each group was performed with the experimenter blind 

to the transfection conditions. However, there was no statistical difference in 
. . 

experiments performed blind versus those that were not, therefore these result~ 

were combined. 

. -

Cell Permeabilization and antibody cross/inking 

Cells were washed (3X) in buffer containing 140 mM potassium gluconate, 

5 mM KCI, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM EGTA, 0.3 mM CaCI2, and 1 mM MgCI2 (pH 

· 7 .2). After the third wash a 1 :200 dilution of unlabeled polyclonal rabbit anti-GFP 
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lgG antibody (Invitrogen A11122) was added for five minutes followed by the 

addition of a 1:1000 dilution of goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Invitrogen · 

82770) for an additional five minutes. Cells were permeabilized with 1 000 U ml

.
1 a-hemolysin (Sigm~ H9395) in the presence of 0.1 miVi GTPyS (or BODIPY FL 

GTPyS, Sigma) plus 10 ~M Adenosine _or 1 mM GDPPS (without Adenosine) and 

incubated for at least 1 0 minutes. 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical significance was evaluated by using one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni tests for m.ultiple comparisons. Student's t-

test was used to evaluate significance between two groups and statistical 

significance was defined as. P<0.05. 

Flow Cy(ometrv 

CFP-TM~GaoAand CFP-TM-Gasexpression was monitored by measuring 

Alexa 64 7 fluorescence with flow cytometry using a Becton Dickim;;on 

FACSCalibur flow cytometer equipped with argon (488 nm) and red diode (635 

nm) lasers. Venus and Alexa 647 emissions were monitored on FL 1 (530 ± 15 

nm)and FL4 (661 ± 8 nm). 

Western Blotting 
. . 

To determine if CFP-TM-Ga subunits expressed as intact proteins and at 

similar levels, cells ~ere seeded and allowed to grow until -80% confluent. Cells . 
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were then ·transiently transfected with CFP;. TM-GaoA~ CFP-TM-Gas, or cytosolic 

GFP-N 1 (Cionetech) together with non-fluorescent G~1V2 subunits and were 

washed with PBS. After washing thoroughly, cells were lysed in buffer containing 

10% RIPA solution (Upstate) and protease inhibitors (leupeptin and apoprcitein). 

Lysates: were transferred to eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 20,000 g for 1 0 

.min (4° C).to separate protein from cellular debris. A defined amount of each 

. sample was mixed with RIP A buffer and gel loading dye (SDS based) and boiled 

for 5 minutes. Samples were loaded onto a 10% polyacrylamide mini-gel 

(Biorad) and electrophoresed at 75V during the stacking phase and 150V during 

the resolving phase. Gels were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes with 

Mini-protein Ill (Biorad). Membranes were blocked by 5% non-fat milk (Bioworld) 

powder in TBST (TBS with 0.1% Tween-20, pH 7.4) and were incubated 

overnight (4° C) with polyclonal anti-GFP antibodies (Molecular Probes) 

dissolved in TBST 1 :2,000 dilution. The following day, membranes were washed 

3 times (five minutes each wash) and incubated with HRP conjugated anti-rabbit 

secondary antibody dissolved in TBST 1:1 0;000 for 1 hour at room temperature 

(Molecular Probes). Membranes were washed again followed by incubation in 

Supersignal® West Pica chemiluminescent substrate for 5 minutes. Protein 

bands were visualized using Kodak Biomax Light film ·(Kodak Rochester, NY). 

As a loading control, blots were stripped and reprobed for the presence of (3-Actin 

with a primary antibody raised against (3-Actin (GE Healthcare). · 
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. ' . 

· · Fluorescence Resonance Energv Transfer 

. FRET experiments were performed on an Olympus IX70 inverted 
' . 

fluorescence microscope equipped with a 40X, 0.6-NA water objective. 

Photodiode detector heads (Photonics) were used to detect changes in YFP or .. 

CFP fluorescence. A ~niblitz P122 shutterdriver was used to control light 

exposure time. FRET was measured a~ the ratio of YFP and CFP emission 

(FYFP/FCFP). FYFP and FCFP emission intensities were measured at 535 nm 

(YFP) and 480 nm (CFP) on excitation at 436 nm. ORIGIN was used for data 

analysis and statistics (Origin lab,. Northampton, MA). 
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Ill. RESULTS 

Specific Aim 1 

To test the hypothesis that G protein heterotriiners physically dissociate in living, 

cells. 

Functional expression of CFP-TM-Ga and GBy-Venus . 

G proteins are normally found at the intracellular leaflet of the plasma 

membrane. For this reason, they have limited access to membrane impermeant 

reagents su·ch as common antibodies. To render Ga· subunits susceptible to 

$lich reagents, ~we generated CFP-TM -Ga subunits by extending a variety of . 

human Gailo isoforms including isoforms Gai1, Gai2, Gai3, and GaoA as well as Gas 

at their amino termini with the first transmembrane domain of the IJ-opioid 

receptor (TM), cyan fluorescent protein (CFP), and a cleavable signal sequence 

from human growth hormone (Fig 2A). We also made Gailo subunits insensitive 

to ADP ribosylation by pertussis toxin (PTX) by incorporating a cystein to glycine 

mutation at the carboxy termini of each. Gai, so that we could eliminate receptor 

activation of native but not exogenous G prot~ins 1. For Gas, we used a Gasqs 

chimera that has the carboxy terminal 5 amino acids of Gaq placed into Gas so 

that we could activate Gas with V1a vasopressin receptors. 



Fig 2. Strategies for construction of fluorescent G proteins 

A. A list of all the components of CFP-TM-Ga and an illustration of its predicted 

topology. 

B. A confocal image of an HEK c~ll expressing CFP-TM-GaoA· Anti-GFP Alexa.;. 

594 staining was positive in cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA, indicating that the 

CFP portion of the protein faced extracellularly. 
. . 

C. A schematic of Gf31y2-Venus formation via Bimolecular Fluorescence . . 

Complementation (BiFC)_and its predicted topology. G{3 subunits were labele.d at 

the amino terminus with the amino acids 156-239 of EYFP. Gy subunits were 
. 

labeled at the amino terminus with amino acids 1-155 of EYFP. Coexpression of 

these proteins designated YFP-C-Gf31 and YFP-N-Gy2 drove expression of 

Gf31Y2-Venus via BiFC. ; 

D. A confocal image of an HEK cell expressing Gf31yz-Venus. Anti-GFP Alexa-
. '• ~ 

594 staining· was negative in cells expressing Gf31Y~ Venus, indicating that the 

Venus region of the protein faced intracellularly. Addition of digitonin (1 0 pM) 

permeabilized cells allowing·Anti-GFP Alexa-594 t~_ stain. 
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This modification allows us to bypass endogenous Gas subunits because V1aR 

fails to activate Gas. When· expressed in HEK cells, CFP-TM-Ga subunits were 

present at the plasma membrane (Fig 28)78
• Polyclonal antibodies raised against 

GFP that were conjugated to. Alexa 594 indicated·that CFP was extracellular (Fig 

28). 

. We labeled Gl3v with Venus YFP (F56L) via bimolecular fluorescence 

complementation (BiFC) as previously demonstrated by Berlot and colleagues99
• 

102. The GJ3 amino terminus was labeled with amino.acids 156-239 of Venus and 

the Gy amino terminus was labeled with amino acids 1-155 of Venus .. 

Coexpression of these proteins designated YFP-C-GI31 and YFP-N-Gy2 drove 

expression.of GI31V2-Venus via BiFC (Fig 2C). When expressed in HEK cells, 

GI31V2-Venus localized to the plasma .membrane and was oriented intracellularly 

as indicated by negative anti-GFP Alexa 594 staining that became positive in the 

presence of cell permeabilization agent digitonin (10 J,JM) (Fig 20). 

FRAP and Avidin cross-linking document heterotrimer formation 

Before this project, physical dissociation ofG protein heterotrimers had 

not been measured in vivo40
• Therefore, we developed an assay that directly 

detects dissociation. of G protein heterotrimers in living cells. We cross-linked 

.CFP-TM-Ga subunits at the plasma membrane of HEK cells and measured G(3y 

· diffusion via fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). Under these 

conditions, the formation and disso,ciation of G protein. heterotrimers can be 

documented (Fig.3A)78
• 
103. 
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Fig 4. FRAP documents heterotrimer formation 

A. FRAP experiments indicate that avidin cross-linking directly immobilizes CFP- · 

TM-GaoA· Image series of an avidin cross-linked HEK cell expressing CFP-TM

Ga shown prior to (pre), immediately after (bleach), and 100 seconds after (post)· 

bleaching a 4pm region (highlighted opaque circle) in the plasma membrane. 

CFP Fluorescence does not redistribute into the bleached region suggesting that 

CFP-TM-GaoA subunits are immobile. 

B. Averaged FRAP curves(± s~e.m.) for normalized CFP fluorescence recovery 

in cells exposed to biotinylation (black line; n=13) orbiotinylation and avidin 

cross-linking (cyan line; n=11). 

C. Image series indicating that avidin cross-linking does·not immobilize G~1Y2-

Venus. 

D. Averaged FRAP curves(± s.e.m.) for normalized YFP fluorescence recovery 

in cells ~xposed to biotinylation (black line; n=11) or biotinylation and avidin .. 

cross-linking ·(yellow; n= 11 ). 

E. Image series indicating that immobile CFP-TM-GaoA subunits subsequently 

immobilize G~1Y~ Venus when the two. are coexpressed. 

F. Averaged FRAP curves(± s~e.m.) for normalized YFP fluorescence recovery 

in cells exposed to biotinylation (black' line; n=B) _or biotinylation and avidin cross

linking (yellow; n=11). 
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CFP-TM-Ga subunits arid other ·integral membrane proteins were 

biotinylated using the membrane impermeant amine reactive biotinylation . 

reagent {N-hydroxysuccimide {NH~)-biotin). Biotinylated proteins were then 

cross-linked U$ing soluble avidin {Fig 38). CFP-TM-Ga mobility was assessed 

by bleaching a region of interest at the plasma membr~ne and monitoring CFP 

recovery over time {Fig 4A). FRAP experiments showed CFP-TM-GaoA subunits 

were mobile in biotinylated control cells {Fig 48; black line± s.e.m.) and were 

immobile in avidin cros.s-linked cells {Fig 48; cyan line± s.e.m.) indicating that 

CFP-TM-Ga was sensitive to avidin cross-linking. The diffusion coefficient for . 

CFP-TM-GaoA (before .cross-linking) was 0.11 ± 0.01 1Jm2·sec-1, an amount 

consistent with lateral diffusion of other transmembrane proteins 104 .. 

To determine the mobility of fluoresceritly tagged G~y dimers, G~1V2-

Venus subunits were transfected into HEK cells and their mobiUty was assessed 

by FRAP. In contrast to CFP-TM-GaoA expressing cells, G~1V2-Venus subunits 

were mobile in both biotinylated control cells {Fig 40; black line) and in avidin 

cross-linked cells {Fig 40; yellow line). The calculated diffusion coefficient for 

G~1y2-Venus was 0.23 ± 0.031Jm2·sec-1 {n=11) in biotinylated control cells and 

0.23 ± 0.04 1-1m2·sec-1 {n=11) {P<0.95) in avidin cross-linked cells, both amounts 
) ' ' 

are consistent with lateral diffusion of rrienibrane bound protein linked to the 

membrane by lipid anchors 105. These results indicate that G(31y2-Venus is mobile 

in the presence of a· membrane imperm.eant cross-linking reagent. It also 

suggests that G(3y-Venus does not bind endogenous immobile proteins, as this 

would be expec;ted to alter diffusion. In addition, spot size analysis experiments 
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{photobleaching different-sized bleach regions) indicate that recovery is due to 

lateral diffusion of fluorescent proteins rather than insertion of new proteins into 

. the plasma membrane {data not shown). For example, if proteins were inserted 

into the plasma membrane, the diffusion coefficient would remain constant 

independent of the bleach size. This however was not the case as larger bleach 

sizes resulted in larger diffusion coefficients {data not shown). 

To· document heterotrimer formation we measured G(31V2-Venus recovery 

in .cells that were cotransfected. with CFP-TM-GaoA subunits and subjected to 

avidin mediated cross-linking {see Fig 38 and Fig 3 legend for monitoring 

protein-protein interactions via BPI). In contrast to· cells expressing G(31y2.:.venus 

only·, c~expression of CFP-TM-GaoA with G(31V2-Venus in avidin cross-linked cells 

dramatically decreased G(31v2-Venus recovery suggesting a stable interaction 

between the·three protein conjugates {Fig 4F; see Fig 38 for schematic). As a 

control, CFP-TM-GaoA and G(31V2-Venus were coexpressed and cells were 

exposed to biotinylation only. As expected, protein mobility was unaffected in 

these cells. The calculated diffusion coefficient of G(31V2-Venus in the presence 

of CFP-TM-GaoA was 0.12 ± 0.04 J,Jm2·sec-1, a value similar to that of CFP-TM

GaoA alone {P=0.57). These results suggest that the presence of CFP-TM-GaoA 
. . . 

significantly slowed the ~iffusion of- G(31V2-Venu~ from that of a membrane protein 

attached via a lipid anchor, to one attached to the membrane via a 

transmembrane domain. 
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Fig 5. Immobile Ga subunits stably Interact with GBv-Venus. 

·A. FRAP curves(± s.e.m) of the averaged normalized Venus recovery in cells 

coexpressing CFP-TM-GaoA· · Gf31Y2 recovers in biotinylated control cells (black 

line ±·s.e.m) (n=B) but not in avidin cross-linked cells (red line) (n=11). 

B. FRAP curves(± s.e.m) of the averaged normalized Venus recovery in cells 
. - . . 

coexpressing CFP-TM-Ga;1. Gf31Y2 recovers in biotinylated control cells (black 

line± s.e.m) (n=7) but not in avidin cross-linked cells (red line± s.e.m) (n=6). 

C. FRAP curves (± s.e.m) of the averaged normalized Venus recovery in cells 

coexpressing CFP-TM-Ga;2. Gf31Y2 recovers in biotinylated control cells (black 

line ± s.e.m) (n=B) but not in avidin cross-linked cells (red line ± s.e.m) (n=B). 

D. FRAP curves(± s.e.m) of the averaged normalized Venus fluorescence 

recovery in cells coexpressing CFP-TM-Ga;3. Gf31Y2 recovers in biotinylated 

control cells (black line± s.e.m) (n=10) but not in avidin cross-linked cells (red 

line± s.e.m) (n=11). 

E. FRAP curves (± s.e.m) of the. averaged normalized Gf31y~Venus recovery in 

cells coexpressing CFP-TM-Gas. Gf31Y2 recovers in biotinylated control cells 

(black line± s.e.m) (n=12) but not in avidin cross-linked cells (red line± s.e.m) 

(n=7). 

F. Bar graph (± s.e._m.)of averaged.normalized Gf3_1Y~Ventis fl~orescence 

recovery 180 seconds after the photobleaching step for the same cells in A., D, 

and E., and 100 seconds after the photobleaching step for the same cells -in. B. 

and C; *, P<O. 05. 
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Fig . 6 Some GTPase deficient Ga subunits stablv interact with GBv~ Venus 

A. Averaged FRAP curves (±s. e. m) for Gf31V~ Venus fluorescence recovery in . 

cells coexpressing CFP-TM-GaoA(red line; n= 16) or CFP-TM-GaoA QL (black line; 

n=18). 

B. Averaged FRAP curves (±s.e.m) for Gf31y~Venus fluorescence recovery in 

cells coexpressing CFP-TM-Ga;~(red line; n=7) or CFP-TM-Ga;1 QL (black line; 

n=7). 
. - . . 

C. Averaged FRAP curves (±s.e.m) for Gf31y~Ve_nus fluorescence recovery in 
. . . . . 

cells coexpressing CFP-TM-Ga;2(red line; n=7) or CFP-TM-Ga;2 QL (black line; 

n=B). 

D .. Ave~aged FRAP curves(±s.e.m) forGf31y~Venus fluorescence recovery in 

cells coexpressing CFP-TM-Ga;3(red line; n= 18) or CFP-TM~Ga;3 QL (black line; 

n=18). 

E. Averaged FRAP curves (±s.e.m) forGf31y~Venus fluorescence recovery in 

cells coexpressing CFP-TM~Gas(red line; n·= 1 0) or CFP-TM-Gas QL (black line; 

n=12). 

F. ~ar graph (± s.e.m) of G{3y recovery for the same cells as A-E,. No TM refers 

wild type GaoA (n=14), Ga;1 (n=7), Ga;2 (n=7), Ga;3 (n=16), and Gas (n=10) .. 

subunits with no transmembrane domain or CFP; *, P<O. 05. 
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As additional controls; we measure G(31y2-Venus mobility in the presence 

of constitutively active Ga0Asubunits unable to bind G(3y (CFP-TM-GaoA IEKRC) 

and in the presence of.GaoAWith no transmembrane domain (no-TM-GaoA)10s-108. 

Similar to biotinylated control cells expressing CFP-TM~GaoA and GJ31V2-Venu·s, 

CFP-TM-GaoA IEKRC (data not shown) and no-TM~GaoA (see Fig 6F) were 

unable to significantly restrict ·G(3y mobility. These controt"experiments -indicate 

that the interaction between CFP-TM-GaoA and G(31V2-Venus was not due to a

non-specific interaction, as G(3y recovery was not restricted when Ga binding 

· sites were eliminated. 

To test if the effect was restricted to CFP-TM-GaoA subunits, we 

· performed FRAP experiments on cells expressing CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP-TM-Gai2, 

CFP-TM-Gai3, or CFP-TM-Gc;Is subunits. In each case CFP-TM-Ga subunits 

were sensitive to avidin mediated cross-linking, as CFP fluorescence did not 

recover in avidin cross-link~d cells expressing CFP-TM-Gai (1,2, or 3) or .CFP-TM

Gas (data ·not shown). In addition, G(31V2-Venus mobility was dramatically 

decreased in avidin cross-linked cells expressing CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP-TM-Gai2, 

CFP-TM-Gai3, or.CFP-TM-Gas, indicating that all isoforms formed heterotrimers 

with G(31V2-Venus (Fig 5). FRAP experiments also showed that G(31V2-Venus 

subu~its were mobile in biotinylated control cells expressing CFP-TM-Gai (1,2, or 

3) or CFP-TM-Gas. 

c . .-so 



Fig 7. Receptor activated Gai/Q subunits release GBy dimers 

A. Schematic representation of CFP-TM-Ga subunits that release G{3y-Venus. 

B. A confocal image of the plasma membrane· of an avidin cross-linked HEK cell 

expressing CFP-TM-GaoPu Gf31Yz-Venus, and A 1 receptors. The bleach region is 

highlighted by an opaque circle (4 pM) and the regions of interest used for 

analysis are highlighted in red and blue (scale bar: 3pM). 

C. Averaged YFP fluorescence intensity plotted vs. time in the bleached region 

(red) and adjacent regions (blue) before and after photobleaching (n=30). Cells 

were treated overnight with PTX to inhibit native Ga activation. Addition of · 

adenosine (50 11M; horizontal bar) for 30 seconds increased fluorescence in the 
. . 

bleach region and decreased fluorescence in adjacent. regions. This parallel 

change in fluorescence is consistent with agonist induced redistribution of Gf3tYz

Venus into the bleach region suggesting that G{31y2subunits physical dissociate. 

I 

D. Averaged YFP ratios for the same cells as in C. 

E. Averaged YFP rF;Jtios plotted over time for cells expressing CFP-TM-Ga;1, 

Gf31Y2-Venus, and A1R (n=14). 

F. Averaged YFP ratios plotted over time for cells expressing CFP.;.TM-Ga;2, 

G{31Y2-Venus, and A 1 R (n= 11 ). 
. . ' . 

G. Averaged YFP ratios plotted overtime force/Is expressing·CFP-TM-Ga;3,. 

Gf31y2-Venus, and A 1 R (n=27). 

H. Averaged CFP ratios plotted over time for celis expressing CFP-TM-GaoA, 

Gf31V2-Venus, and A1R (n=10). 
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To determine if constitut.ively active Ga subunits were capable of forming 

heterotrimers With GP1V2-Venus dimers, we performed FRAP experiments on 

cells expressing GTPas·e deficient Ga subunits (Ql subunits) that were fused to 

. CFP-TM109-111 . To our-surprise, constitutively active CFP-TM-GaoA Q204L 

.·subunits did not restrict mobility of GP1V2-Venus dimers while constitutively active 
. ' . . . . . 

CFP~TM-Gai1 Q204L,CFP-TM-Gai2 Q204L, CFP-TM-Gai3 Q205L, and CFP-TM-
. . . . . 

· Gas Q227L. sub~nits did (Fig 6A, ·s, C, D; and E; black 'ihes). When we 
. . .-

.monitored ·the m·obile fraction of (3py-Venus recovery in cell~ expressJng CFP-
. . . 

TM-GaoA QL,. we were unable to _find .any significant difference when compared to 

cells expressing GaoA with no· transmembrane domain indicating that Gpy lateral 
. . ' . . . . . ' . . 

. . . 

diffusion was unresfricted in .both condi~ions (Fig ·aF;_ P~0.05). This was not due 

to inadequate CFP-TM-GaoA QL expression as membrane CFP express.ion CFP.:. · 

TM~GaoA QL cells was· comparable to that of CFP-TM-GoA (data not sh~wn). In 

contrast, G(31y2-Venus dimers were immobile in cells coexpressing GTPase 

deficient CFP-TM-Gcii1 Q204L, CFP-TM-Gai2 Q204L, CFP-TM-Gai3 Q205L, or 

CFP-TM-Gas Q227L (Fig 68, C,.D, and E; black lines), indicating stable 

heterotrimers. Cells expressing active· CFP-TM-Gai's or s did show slightly more 

GP1V2-Venus recovery when compared to cells expressing inactive .CFP-TM-Gai's 

or 5,(Fig 6F; blue bius) but recovery was significantly less when compared to Ga 

subunits with no transmembrane domain or CFP-TM-GaoA QL (Fig 6F; grey 
. . . . , ' 

. bars) .. 
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Fig 8. Receptor activation fails to induce GB1Y& Venus redistribution in cells · 

expressing immobile CFP-TM-GaB or CFP-TM-Gam&.. 

A. · Averaged YFP ratios plotted over time indicate that addition of isoproteronol 

· (1 00 pM for 30 sec; horizontal bar) to cells expressing CFP-TM-Gas, GI31Vz- · 

Venus, and l32 adrenergic receptors did not change GI31V2"" Venus mobility (n=6). 

B. Averaged YFP ratios plotted over time, indicate that addition of isoproteronol 

(100 pM) to cells expressing the GtPase deficient CFP-T~-Gas, GI31Vz-Venus; 

and l32 adrenergic receptors did not change G{31Vr Venus mobility (n=B). 

C. A list.:of the carboxy terminal amino acids of Gas (red),. Gasqs (red/blue), and 

Gaq (blue). The Gasqs construct has the 5 carboxy terminal amino acids of Gaq 

placed into Gas generating·_ a Gas construct that can be activated by vasopressin 

receptors (Gc; receptor). 

D. Averaged YFP ·ratios plotted over time indicate that addition of arginine 

vasopressin (1 to 10 pM for 60 sec; horizontal bar) to cells expressing CFP-TM- · 
. . . 

. . . 

Ga~q5, GI31V2-Venus, and V1a vasopressin receptors did not change GI31V2-Venus. 

· mobility (n=19). 
. . . . ' 

E. Averaged YFP ratios plotted over time indicate that addition of arginine 

vasopressin· (1 to 10 pM) to cells expressing the GTPase deficient CFP-TM-: 

Gasqs, GI31V2-Venus, and V1a vasopressin receptors -did not change Gf3.1v2-Venus 

mobility {n=17). Neither receptor types c~use GI31VrVenus fluorescence 

redistribution suggesting that CFP;.. TM-Gas· GI31Vr V dimers remain intact after 

activation. 
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Receptor activation releases GBv subunits from immobile Ga 

To monitor dissociation of G proteins, we activated immobile CFP-TM

. · GaoA·Gf31V2-Venus heterotrimers by stimulation with A1 adenosine receptors. 

We also treated cells with PTX_ so that we c?uld block receptor-mediated · 

act_ivation ~f native (but not exogenous) Ga subunits. When adenosine was 

· added (1 0 IJM) during FRAP r~cordings (50 1-1M; horizontal bar Fig 7C), G(31y2-

Venus fluorescence increased in bleach regions (Fig 78; red region; YFPblch) and 

decreased in adjacent regions (Fig 78; blue regions; YFPadj) of the plasma 

membrane indicating the release ofG(3y climers from immobile CFP-TM-GaoA· 

. Fluorescence changes in the bleached region and the summed adjacent 

regions for the ~arne cell as in 78 are plotted over time in Fig 7C. The $·ummed 
. . - . 

ratios of YFPb1ch-to-YFPadj fluorescence fora group of cells is plotted in 70. To · · 

determine if other Gila family heterotrimers release G~V subunits, immobile CFP

TM-Gai1, CFP-TM-Gai2, and CFP-TM-Gai3 heterotrimers were activated by 

adenosine stimulation -of A 1 receptors. Addition of adenosine induced G~1y2-

Venus release from immobile CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP-TM-Gai2, and CFP-TM-Gai3 

subunits (Fig 7E, F, and G) indicating t~at G~y subunits dissociate from Gaile 

family ~ p_roteins in living cells. As a control, we monitor~d CFP fluorescence to 

determine if CFP-TM-.Ga subunits remained immobile during activation. In 

contrast to Gf31V2~Venus fluores~nce, no changes in CFP fluorescence were 

observed upon addition ~f adenosine, indicating that CFP-TM-GaoA subunits 

remain· immobile and that G proteins dissociate (Fig 7H). 
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Fig 9. · CFP-TM-Gai(g subunits remain functional 

Whole cell voltage clamp recordings in PTX treated (300 ng dish"'1: 12-24 hours) 

HEK. cells expressing GIRK112 subunits, A1 receptors (A 1 R), and each listed G · 

protein combination. CFP-TM-Ga subunits were rendered PTX insensitive via 

C351 G mutations. Basal inwardly rectifying potassium currents were increased 

with the addition of adenosine (1 0 J.JM) in cell$ expressing A 1 R, Gf31Y~ Venus, 

and CFP-TM-Gauo subunits (above basal; grey bars ± s.e.m; CFP-TM-GaoA n=10; 
. . . . 

CFP-TM-Ga;1 n=9; CFP-TM-Ga;2 n= 1 0; CFP-TM-Ga;3 n=41 ). Cells expressing . 

A1R (n=B) and or A1R and Gf31Y2-.Venus (n=9) displayed basal currents only 

(blue bars; ± s.e.m.). 
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We next tested if immobile CFP-TM-Gas heterotrimers would release 

Gf31V2-Venus. We activated J32 adrenergic receptors with isoproterenol in cells 

that coexpress CFP-TM-Gas an~ GP1V2-Venus. In contrast to Gai1o·GP1V2 

heterotrimer~, addition of isoproterenol (1 00 l-lfv1'; horizont~l bar; Fig 6A) failed to 

·induce any GJ31V2-Venus redistri~ution as indicated by a no _change in ,YFP 

fluores.cence intensity, suggesting thatGas·P1V2 heterotrimers remained intact 

· after activation. We also tested if GTPase deficient CFP-TM-Gas subunits would 

release GJ3y dime·r~ when ~ctivated~ Agai_n,.·addition of isoproterenol did not 
• • • . • ! •. ~ • • •. . 

release G~y-Venus (Fig 88), indicating that CFP-TM-Gas Q227L·GJ31V2-Venus 

heterotrimers re·main intact. 

To rule out the role of native Gas subunits, CFP-TM-Gasq~ and CFP-TM

Gasqs QL were activated by V1a vasopressin receptors (a ·Gaq coupled receptor; 

see methods for sq5 construction and Fig 8C). However, when arginine 

vasopressin (1. to 1 0 JJM) was added for one minute and fluorescence recovery 

was observed for up to five minutes, no GJ3y-Venus redistribution was present in 

cells expressing CFP-TM-Gasqs or CFP-TM-Gasqs Q227L indicating. that Gasqs·Pv 

heterotrimers remain intact after activation (Fig 8 D and E). 
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Fig 10. Exogenous CFP-TM-Gasg5 subunits activate Adenv/y/ cyclase via . 

vasopressin receptors 

. cAMP accumulation in HEK cells expressing V1a- vasopressirf receptors alone, or- . 

V1a vasopressin recepto~s, ·CFP-TM-Gasqs or CFP-TM.;.Gci~qs Q227L, ·and Gf31Y4 

Venus in the presence or absence of arginine vasopressin (10 pM). · 

. ExogenOusly expressed CFP-TM~Gasqs and CFP-TM-Gasqs. Q227L activate 
. . 

. . . j: .· . . ' . . 

cyclase above basal arid both were sensitive to activation by agonist indicating 

. that each protein is functionaL · Bar:graph·represents: the me·an of two· 

experiments, each performed in sexttiplicate. 
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Fluorescentlv tagged G proteins remain functional 

To test if fluorescently tagged G proteins were functional we expressed A 1 

adenosine receptors and GI31V2-Venus together with CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP-TM

Gai2, CFP-TM-Gaia,·pr CFP-TM-G·aoAin HEK cells stably expressing GIRK1/2 
. . . . 

heteromers {HEK-GIRK cells).. As before, CFP-TM-Gavo subunits harbored a 
. . 

C351G mutation so that we could block receptor-mediated activation of native 

{but not exogenous) Ga subunits by treatment of cells with PTX. Addition of 

adenosine (50 tJM) activated GIR.K currents in cells expressing A1 adenosine 

. receptor$, GI31V2-Venus, and all CFP-TM-Gailo subunits, indicating that CFP-TM

Gailo subunits were able to productively couple to .. GPCRs (Fig 9). No activation 

was present in PTX treated cells that were expressing ·A 1 receptors and GI31V2-
. . 

Venus or At recepto.rs only, indicating_native G proteins were uncoupled from . 

receptors (Fig 9). However, GI31V2-VE)n~s was able to increase basal GIRK 

c~rrents in the absence of exogeno.u~ly ~xpressed. CFP-TM-Ga subunits 

indic~ti11g .that if could functionally interact with GIRK ~han nels (Fig .9). 

To determine if CFP-TM-Gasqs subunits were able ~o productively couple 

to V1avasopressin receptors, we measure cAMP accumulation in cells 

expressing .V1aR and GI31V2-Venus together-with i~ac.ti~e CFP-TM-Gasqs or active 

. CFP-TM-Gasq5. Expression of CFP:.. TM-Gasqs or active CFP-TM-Gasqs increased . 

basal cAMP levels and both CFP-TM·-Gasqssubunits could productively couple to 

· V1 e~R as indicated by increased .cAMP levels hi the presence of arginine · 

va$opressin (1 to 10 tJM) {Fig 1 0). 
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Fig 11. Receptor activation induces GB1Y.2111-Venus translocation· 

A. A listing of the carboxy terminal amino acids of Gy2 (red), Gy2111 (red/blue), . 

and Gy11 (blue). · 

B. Image series of a· cell that is expressing CFP~ TM-GaoAJ G/31¥2111-Venus, and 

A1R. Images are shown prior to (controi) and 100 seconds after addition of 

adenosine (50pM) for 20seconds (scale bar 10 pM). Agonist activation induces. 

G/31¥2111-Venus translocation from the plasma membrane into the cell interior; the 

look up table is inverted for clarity. Color scale (right) shows the difference · 

between the first two images more clearly where pseudocolor blue is loss in 

fluorescence andpsuedocolor red is gain in fluorescence. 

C. Changes in membrane (blue) and intracellular (red) YFP fluorescence plotted . 

vs. time for the same cell as in B. Application of adenosine (50 pM for 20 
. . . 

seconds; horizontal bar) causes a decrease in membrane fluorescence and a 

parallel increase in intracellular fluoresc~nce. · : 
. ' . . 

D. Schematic illustration of G/31¥2111-Venus transloc~tion as a sensitive live cell 

assay tor G protein dissociation. 

E. Normalized CFP and Venus fluorescence intensity changes in cells 

expressing CFP-TM-GaoA, G/31¥2111-Venus, and A 1 R. The mean ratio of V-to-C 

fluorescence at the membran~ and inside· the cell (Mil) Js plotted over time . 

. Receptor activation causes G/31¥2111-Venus translocation (yellow line ±s.e .. m.), but 

notCFP-TM-GaoA (blue line ±s.e.m.). 
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Receptor activation induces GB1¥2111 translocation ·. 

Our FRAP e?Cperiments indi~ate that some G protein heterotrimers 

physically cjissociate. However, only a small region of the plasma· membrane 

· · was used and thus dissociation of some G protein heterotrimers might not be . 

detected. Therefore, we measured receptor induced G~y membrane-to

intracellular translocation using a chimera Gy subunit, GV2111 as a live cell assay· 

for .G protein dissociation. GV2111 was essentially Gy2 with its extreme carboxy 

terminal amino acids replaced by those of GV11 (Fig 11C). This substitution 

specified lipid modification (at the -4\cysteine) with a 15-carbon farnesyl group as 

opposed to the usual20-carbon geranylgeranyl group found on Gy2 and 

ren.dered GV2111 susceptible to membrane-to-intracellular translocation as has 

been shown for other farnesylated Gy subunits 112· 113. When Gy2,11 was labeled 

with amino acids 1-155 of Venus and coexpressed with YFP-C-G~1 BiFC, 

GP1V2~11~Venus localized to the plasma membrane of HEK cells (Fig 11 B). 

When coexpressed together with CFP-TM-GaaA and A 1 Rs, receptor 

activation elicited rapid GP1V2111-Venus translocation from the plasma membrane 

of the cell into its interior (Fig 11 B). This is shown more clearly in pseudocolor 

image and tran$1ocation graph where blue is loss in fluorescence and red is gain· 

(Fig 11 B and C). 
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Fig 12. Gai/Q.and Ga~ differentially release GB1Y2111 subunits 

A. Plots of averaged normalized. membrane-to-intracellular (Mfl) ratios Gf31Y2111-
. . . 

Venu~ fluorescence intensity from cells expressing {32 adrenergic receptors 
. . . 

(f32AR) together with CFP-TM-Gas (n=14) or A1 adenosin~ receptors together with 

CFP-TM-GaoA (n=19), CFP-TM-Ga;1. (n=12), CFP-TM-Ga;2 (n=B), orCFP-TM-

Ga;3 (n=9). Agonist (50 11M adenosine or 100 11M; horizontal b.ar) was applied · 

for 20 seconds. 

B. Bar graph for the same experiments as in A., colors correspond to the 

matching subunits in A. 
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Fig 13. Immobile Gal& and Ga§...subunits form heterotrimers with GB1¥2111-Venus· 

A. FRAP curves(± s.e.m.) of.the averaged normalized Gf31Y2111-Venus 

. fluorescence recovery in cells coexpressing CFP-TM~GaoA·. Gf31Y2111~ Venus 

fluorescence recovered in biotinylated cells (black line) (n=B) but-did hot in aviljin . , 

cross-linked cells (red line) (n=6). 

B. Bar graph (± s.e.m.) of the averaged normalized Gf31Y2111-Venus fluorescence 

recovery 100 seconds after the photobleaching step in control and cross-linked . 
cells. Gf31Y2111-Venus fluorescence recovered in biotinylated control cells, but did 

not in avidin cross-linked cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA (control n=B; +avidin 

n=B)~ CFP-TM-Ga;1 (control n=9; +avidin n=16), CFP-TM-Ga;2 (control n=9; 

+avidin n=B), CFP-TM-Ga;3 (control n=B; +avidin n=15), or CFP-TM-Gas.(control. · 

n=4; +avidin n=B). 
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The normalized ratio of membrane/intracellular Venus intensity decreased 
. . 

upon addition of agqnist (Fig 11 E; 10 IJM adenosine; horizontal bar), however, 

CFP intensity remained the s~me. ·From these results, it is suggested that 

G~1V2111-Venus provides a more sensitive live cell assay for G protein 

dissociation. 

We next tested if other receptor activated CFP-TM--Ga subunits induced 

G~1V2111-Venus translocation. Addition of adenosine (Fig12A; adenosine 50 .IJM; 

horizontal bar) elicited G~1V2111-Venus'translocation in cells expressing A1 Rs 

together with CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP-TM-Gai2, or CFP-TM-Gai3 subunits indicating 

that G~v dimers dissociate from Gailo subunits. However, translocation in cells 

expressing CFP-TM-Gai (1,2, and 3), was not as robust when compared to cells 

expressing CFP-TM-GaoA, indicating that Gailo dissociation is isoform specific 

(Fig 12A and B). To_measure Gas induced translocation we coexpressed ~2 

adrenergic receptors together with CFP-TM-Gas and G~1V2111-Venus. Addition of 

isoproterenol (Fig 12A; 100 1JM; horizontal bar) did induce G~1V2111-Venus 

translocation but not to the same degree as CFP-TM-Gailo subunits. To ensure 

that G~1V2111-Venus dimers were released from formed CFP-TM-Ga·G~y-Venus 

heterotrimers, we performed FRAP experiments in biotinylated control cells and 

in avidin cross-linked cells expressing each CFP-TM-GaoA, CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP

TM-Gai2, CFP-TM-Gai3, or CFP-TM-Gas. In each case Venus fluorescence 

recovery was absent in avidin cross-linked cells indicating that G~1y2111-Venus 

stably interacted with CFP-TM-GaoA, CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP-TM-Gai2, CFP-TM-Gai3, 

· and CFP-TM-Gas subunits (Fig 138). As before, G~1V2111-Venus fluorescence 
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recovered ··in; .biQtinylated ·control cells in~U~atlog: rno.bile. CFP-TM-Ga·GJ31V2111-

Venus heterotri.mers. 

Specific Aim 2 

. ' ' 

To test the hypothesis that the· degree of G{3y effector activation is dependent · 

upon the degree of G protein dissociation. 

CFP;_ TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas. express at comparable levels at the plasma 

membrane 

Our translocation experiments i'ndicate that GJ31V2111-Venus dimers 

differentially dissociate from CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-:-TM-Ga8 • However, the 

·observed translocation differences might reflect differential activation of G protein 

heterotrimers rather than differential dissociation of G protein heterotrimers. In · 
. . . . 

order to determine if CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas translocation differences 

we a result of differential dissociation rath.er than differential activation of G 

protein heterotrimers it 'J.iaS necessary to ensure that heterotrimers were · 
. ' . 

expressed at comparable levels. To monitor heterotrimer expression we stained 

cells with Alexa 64 7 -conjugated anti-GFP antibodies. We then used flow · 
' . . . 

. · cytometry to ensure that comparable amounts of CFP~TM-GaoA·Gf31V2111-Venus 

and CFP-Tfy1-Gas·GJ31V2111-Venusheferotrimers were present at the plasma 

membrane. 
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Fig 14. Flow cytometrv.confirms ;that CFP~ TM-Ga~ and CFP-: TM~Gas express at 

the plasma membrane in similar levels 

A. Confocal images of HEK cells expressing CFP-. TM-GaoA and Gf31Y2111-Venus 

that were stained with Alexa 647 conjugated anti-GFP antibodies. CFP 
. . . 

fluorescence (458 nm excitation) was present intracellularly and at the plasma 

membrane, whereas Alexa 647 (633 excitation) fluorescence was present 

exclusively at the plasma membrane (scale bar 15JJM). · 

B. Flow cytometry scatter plots of Alexa 647 and Gf31Y2111-Venus fluorescence 
. . . 

intensity from· samples of 1 (f cells. No fluorescence in either channel (above · 

background) was present in untransfected cells. Only Gf31Y2111-Venus 

fluorescence was present in unstained cells. Comparable expression of CFP-. 

TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas was present in Alexa 647 stained cells. The 
. . 

quadrants represent threshold (above background) fluorescence values. . 

· C. Bar graph of fluorescence intensity in CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas 

cells transfected with increasing amounts of plasmid DNA. 
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Flow ~ytometry experiments that were carried out five times in parallel 

indicate that the ratio of CFP-TM-GdoA to Ci=P-TM-Gas staining in transfected 

cells was 1_ .23 ± 0.19 (F-ig 148) sug-gesting comparable- ~xpression of each 

subunit. Cells that were untransfected and stained showed no fluorescence 

_above background, and unstained CFP-TM-Ga and G~1V2111-yenus transfected 

cells showed only Venus fluorescence (Fig 148). When increasing DNA_ 
. ' ' . . '' . ' - ' 

. . . . . . 

concentrations ofeach subunit were transfected, more Alexa fluorescence was 
~ • I !· • • ' - ' • ' 

present, indicating that flow cytometry- was able to detect.changes in CFP-TM-Ga 

expression-(Fig 14C). 

We also confirmed that- CFP~TM~GaoA and CFP~ TM-Gas subunits 

expressed in HEK ce~ls at similar- values by performing immunoblots using anti-
' . . . . . . 

GFP antibodies. We probed for the pre~ence. of each _subunit and detected a 

predominant band for CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP~TM-Gas indicating that the majority 
. . . 

~ . . . 
. ' ' ' 

·of the protein expressed intact (Fig 158). Molecular weight markers showed that 

CFP-:-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas subunits migrated more slowly than expected 

based on their calculate~ molecular mass. However, the distanc~ between each 

band was consistent with the predicted' size difference for proteins of their size 

(CFP-TM-GaoA 701.amino acids and CFP-TM-Gas 741 amino acids) and 

. densitometry measurements indicated similar amounts of each prote (Fig 15C). 

A p-actin loading control indicates that equal amounts of each protein·were 

-· loaded (Fig 158). 
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. . . 

Fig 15. lmmunoblots indicate that CFP-TM-GaQA and CFP-TM-Gas express at 

similar levels · 
. -

A. Confocal images of HEK cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP.;,TM-Gas. 

· B. lmmunoblots showing full length CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM-G~s from 

transfected HEK cells. Polyclonal antibodies raised against GFP were used to. 

probe for CFP-TM-GaoA, CFP-TM-Gas, or GFP. Molecular weight markers 

indicate that CFP-TM-GaoA, CFP-TM-Gas1 and GFP were close to their predicted. · 

molecular weights for fusion proteins of their size (CFP-TM-GaoA 701 amino 

acids, CFP-TM-Gas 741 amino acids, and GFP 210 amino acids). UT indicates· 

untransfected control cells. Blots were stripped and reprobed for the presence of 

{3-actin as a loading control. 

C. Bar graph of CFP-TM-GaoA arid ·cFP-TM-Gas~densitometry. 
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CFP-_TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas differentially activate GIRK channels 

Gai/o heterotrimers are the primary mediators of GIRK activation in native 

ti$sue_s, whereas Gas heterotrimers activate GIRK much less80-82. This finding 

may reflect differential expression of Gai/o and Gas subunits in native tissue. 

However, recordings have not been made in cells where Gai/o and Gas 

abundance was monitored. Therefore~ to determine if GIRK specificity was 

retained when.GaoA and Gas expression was comparable, we measured GIRK 

activation under the same conditions as the flow cytometry experiments were 

performed (see Figs 14 and 15). To.determine the amount of GIRK activation in 

GaoA cells, whole cell voltage clamp recordings were performed on PTX treated 

HEK cells expressing G~1V2111-Venus, A1Rs, and PTX insensitive C-TM-GaoA 

together with GIRK1/GIRK2 subunits. 

In these cells, voltage ramps from -100 to -40 mV (500 ms) elicited from a 
. ' 

holding potential of -60 mV evoked a discernable -inward current in 30 mM 

potassium. To determine the amount of GIRK activation in Gas cells, whole cell 

voltage clamp recordings were performed on PTX treated HEK cells expressing 

G~1V2111-Venus, A2Rs, and C-TM-Gas together with GIRK1/GIRK2 subunits. 

In these cells, application of adenosine(101JM) induced additional inward 

currents that were sensitive to barium (1 00 IJM) (Fig 16A). However,_ in contrast 

to cells expressing C-TM-GaoA, ·application of adenosine to cells expressing C-

TM-Gas subunits elicited 1/5th as much inward current (Fig 16A and C) indicating 

that GaoA subunits are ·more efficient activators of GIRK channels. 
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Fig 16. CFP-TM-Ga~A and CFP-TM-Gas heterotrimers differentially activate· 

GIRK. 

A. Representative traces from cells expressing GIRK112 and Gf31V2111-Venus 

together with CFP-TM-GaoA and A 1 R or CFP-TM-Gas and A2AR. Basal inwardly 

rectifying potassium currents during profusion with high I< solution (30 mM) were 

increased with the addition of adenosine (1 0 JJM) and were blocked by . 

BaCI2+ (200 JJM). Addition of adenosine elicited larger currents in cells expressing 
' - . . . 

CFP-TM-GaoA (black line) than in cells expressing CFP-TM~Gas (grey line). 
. " 

B. Current responses from cells in panel A, voltage was ramped from -90 m V to 

0 mVin 30 mM 1<. 

C. Bar graph (± s.e.m.) of basal and adenosine activated GIRK currents in PTX 

treated (1 00 ng dish-1) cells expressing adenosine receptors only or adenosine 

receptors and Gf31V2111-Venus together with CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM-Gas. 

CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas were required for agonist induced GIRK · 

currents. 
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Fig 168 indicates that the agonist induced currents were a result of GIRK 

channel activation, because adenosine elicited currents only at hyperpolarized 

membrane potentials, a trait present in the inward rectifying potassium channel 

family114
• To ensure that the currents observecfwere a result of C-TM-GaoA or C-

. . 

TM-:-Gas expression, whole cell voltage clamp recordings were performed on cells 

that were treated with PTX and were nqt expressing exogenous G protein 

subunits (either a of ~y). · In these cells, application of adenosine (1 0 IJM) elicited 

no extra GIRK current over basal levels indicating that receptor induced 

activation was due to exogenously expressed G prote_ins (Fig 16C). Together, 

these results indicat~ CFP-TM-GaoA subunits activate GIRK channels to a much 

greater extent when compared to CFP-TM-Gas and that GIRK modulation by 

adenosine receptors requires exogenous Ga expression (Fig 16C). 

It is possible that the GIRK current differenc~s are a result of unmatched 

channel expression in CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM_-Gas cells. To ensure that this 

was not the case, we· monitored GIRK expression by inserting a biotin acceptor 

peptide (BAP) between K114 and A115 at the amino-terminal extracellular loop 

of GIRK1. This insertion is metabolically biotinylated via coexpressed biotin 

ligase (BirA) (Fig 17 A) 101
• Thus, biotinylated GIRK1 subunits express at the 

plasma membrane and are susceptible to avidin mediated fluorescent staining. 

GIRK1 subunits were stained with Alexa 647 avidin to determine channel 

expression in cells coexpressing GIR_K2 subunits together with CFP-TM-GaoA or 

CFP-TM-Gas. 
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Fig 17. GIRK expression is similar in cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM-

A. Schematic of GIRK2 and biotihylated BAP N2 GIRK1 bqu_nd to Alexa 647- --

avidin. 

B. Confocal irn_age of a HEK cell expressing BAP N2 GIRK1/GIRK2 together 
. . ' ' 

with CFP_;.TM-GaoA and Gf31Y2111-Venus and stained with Alexa 647-avidin. 

C and D. Flow cytometry scatter plots.of Alexa 647 and G/31¥2111-Venus 
. . . 

fluorescence intensity from samples expressing BAP N2· GIRK11GIRK2 -together _ 
. ' 

with CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM-Gas. Alexa 647 staining indicates that

GIRK1/GIRK2 heteromers express similarly in cells expres~ing CFP-TM-GaoA or_ 

CFP-TM-Gas. The quadrants represent threshold (above backgroundJ 

fluorescence values. 
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. . -
Fig 18. GBv dimers differentially dissociate from CFP-TM-GaQA.and CFP-TM-

. . 

A. Plots of averaged normalized.(± s. e.m.) membrane-to-intracellular (Mil) ratios 

of Gf31Y2111-Venus fluorescence intensity in cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA and 

A 1 R or CFP-TM-Ga~ and A2AR. Cells were treated overnight with. PTX to 

inactivate native Gavo. Addition of Adenosine (10 J.JM; for 20 seconds, horizontal· 

bar) caused more translocation in cells expressing CFP-TM-:GaoA (black line; 

· n=30) than in cells expressing CFP-TM-Gas (grey line; n= 25). 

B. Bar graphs (± s.e.m.) of CFP and Venus (V) fluorescence at the plasma 
. ' 

membrane for th.e same cells as in A. CFP and Venus .fluorescence was 

comparable in cells expressing G/31¥2111-Venustogetherwith CFP-TM-GaoA or 

CFP-TM-Gas. 

C. Plots of averaged normalized (± s. e.m.) membrane-to-intracellular {Mil) ratios 

Gf31Y2111-Venus translocation in cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA and A 1 R or CFP

TM-Gas and A2AR. Extended exposure to agonist (10 J.JM Adenosine for 40 sec) 

caused maximal translocation for each condition suggesting that steady state 
. . . . 

was reached (CFP--TM-Ga0A; black line; n=10 and CFP-TM-Gas; grey line; n=9). 
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Fig 19. A2A receptor expression does not limit GB1¥2111-Venus translocation in 

cells expressing CFP-TM- Gas. 
. . ,· . ·: 

Plots of the averaged normalized membrane-to-intracellular (Mil) ratios'·of •. 

Gf31V2111-Venus translocation in cells expressing 0. 8 JJg or 0. 1 JJg A2AR together 
. ; . . . - . . 

with CFP-TM-Gas. Cells expressing ·o~ 8 JJg. of receptor (black line; ± s.e.m., 
. . . 

thinner lines) were more sensitive to lower agonist concentrations when 
. . . . 

compared to cells expressing 0.1 JJg of receptor (grey line; ± .. s.e.in., thinner 

lines). Maximal translocation was the same for both concentrations indicating . · 

spare receptors. 
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Using flow_ cytometry to observe Alexa 647 avidin positive cells, we 

obs,erved very little difference in GIRK channel expression in cells.that were 

. cotransfected with either CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM-Gas (Fig 17C)._ These results 

indicate that GIRK channels are present at similar levels in cells expre$sing CFP

TM-GaoA or CFP-TM-Gas. 

GBy dimers differentiallv dissociate from CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas 

We have shown that GIRK channels are differentially activated by CFP

. TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas heterotrimers when comparable amounts of each 

subunit are present at the plasma membrane. To determine if G proteins 

differentially dissociate when comparable amounts of CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM

Gas heterotrimers are at the plasma membrane, we quantified CFP-TM-Ga and 

G(3y-Venus fluorescence in the same cells that translocation was monitored. 

This was performed by measuring CFP and Venus fluorescence intensity 

in a narrow region of the plasma membrane. We also performed a portion of the 

experiments blind in order to rule out any bias. As before, addition of adenosine 

(1 0 ~M; horizontal bar; Fig 18A) elicited robust membrane-to-intracellular 

translocation of G(31V2111-Venus in PTX treated HEK cells transfected with A1 R 

and CFP-TM-GaoA· In contrast, addition of adenosine elicited much less 

GJ31V2111-Venus translocation in cells expressing A2AR and CFP-TM-Gas. 
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Fig 20. Active CFP,;.TM-Gas subunits have a higher affinitv for GBv subunits 

when ·compared to CFP-TM-Gag& 

A. Images of HEK cells in potassium gluconate perineab11iiation solution . 

containing 0.1 mM BODIPY:FL GTPyS (Scale bar; '50 fJm). 
. ' . . . 

B. Addition of a-toxin perrneabilizes cells allowin.g entry of BODIPY FL GTPyS. -

C. FRAP traces (± s.e.m.) of Gf31Y2 recovery in cells· expressing CFP-TM-GaoA· 

Cells were permeabilited in the. presence of either 0. 1 mM GTPyS (activating 

nucleotide) or 1 mM G_DP{3S (inactivating nucleotide). 

D. Summary of CFP (/f3ft bars;± s.e.m.) and Venus recovery (right bars;± s.e.m) 

cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA and G{31Y2-Venus . . Full recovery of both protf!!ins 

was present in cells that were not antibody cross-linked (n=6). CFP-TM-GaoA 

subunits and Gf31y2-Venus dimers became less mobile in the presence of 

GDP{3S and cro_ss-linking (n=11). CFP;.;TM-GaoAsubunits were immobile in the 

presence of GTPys· and cross-linking, whereas G{3y dimers were mobile (n=14). 

E.· FRAP traces (:t s.e.m.) Gf31Y2-Venus recovery in cells. expressing CFP.;.TM

Gas. Cells were permeabiiized in the presence. of either GTPyS or GDP{3S. 
. . 

F. Summary of CFP (left bars; ± s.e.m) and Venus recovery (right ba"rs; ± s~e.m). 

in cells expressing CFP-TM-Gas and Gf31y2-Venus. ·Full recovery of both proteins 
. . 

. . . . 
. . . 

. was present in cells that were not antibody ~ross-linked (n=6). CFP-TM-Gas 

subunits and Gf31Y2-Venus dimers became less- mobile in the presence of 

GDP{3S and cross-linking (n=10J~ CFP-TM-Ga8 subunits were immobile in the 
. . 

presence of GTPyS and cross-linking, whereas some· Gf31Yr Venus dime.rs 

became mobile (n=14). 
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The normalized ·membrane-to-intracellular ratio decreased by 23 ± 2% in 

cells· expressing CFP-TM-GaoA but only decreased by 12 ± 1% in cells 

expressing CFP-TM-Gas sugg~sting that CFP-TM-GaoA subunits release 

approximately twice as many GJ3y dimers when compared to CFP-TM-Gas · 

(P<0.0001 ). When CFP and Venus membrane fluorescence was _mon~tored to 

determine hete.rotrimer abundance, CFP-TM-GaoA intensity was 1.21 times that 

of CFP-TM-Gas, a value in close agreement with our flow cytometry experiments. 

However, neither CFP or Venus fluorescence was significantly different (P>0.1 

for b.oth CFP and Venus; Fig 188) in cells expressing. CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM

Gas together with GJ31V2t11-Venus indicating that heterotrimer abundance was 

comparable. 

Our results also indicate that inadequate A2A receptor expression did not 

· .limit GJ31V2111-Venus release after CFP-TM-Gas stimulation because increasing. 

·the amount of A2AR DNA used for transfection increased agonist sensitivity but 

did not increase the maximal GJ31V2111-Venus translocation (indicating a receptor 

reserve) (Fig 19). In order to compare. GJ31V2111-Venus ~ranslocation at steady

state we added adenosine (50 IJM) for an extended period of time (50 seconds) 

to cells expressing in CFP-TM-GaoA or CFP-TM-Gas. 

· The normalized membrane-to-intracellular ratio decreased by 18 ± 2% in 

· cells expressing CFP-TM-GaoA but only decreased by 8 ± 1% in cells expressing 

CFP-TM-Ga8 , again suggesting that CFP-TM-GaoA subunits release 

approximately twice as many GJ3y dimers when compared to CFP-TM-Gas 

(P<0.001) (Fig 180). 
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Fig 21. CFP-TM-Ga~· CFP-TM-Gas chimera subunits fail to elicit further 

translocation or GIRK activation. 
. ' . ' 

A. Schematics of the Ga subunits and chimeras of CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-

Gas. CFP-TM-GaoA subunits are colored green and CFP-TM-Gas subunits red. 

B. Plots of Mil ratios of Gf31Y2111 translocation in cells expressing A 1R and. CFP-

TM-GaoA (black)~ or each CFP-TM-Gas chimera and A2AR, (CFP-TM-Gas, grey; 

CFP-TM-Ga(aN oA)s, blue; CFP-TM-Ga s(aN oA-switch-oA)s, orange; CFP-TM-GasiEAA, 

wine; and CFP-TM-Gas(oA-a helical domain)s, green). Addition of adenosine (1 0 JJM) 

was used to elicit Gf31Y2111-Venus translocation. 

C. Bar graph (± s.e.m.) of Mil ratios of Gf31Y2111-Venus translocation for the same 

cells as in B (GaoA, n=22; Gas, n=B; Gci(aNoA)s, n=12; Gas(aNoA-switch-oA)s, n=12; 

GasiEAA, n=10; Gas(oA-ahelicatdomain)s, n=10): 

D. Averaged ·whole cell voltage clamp recordings of adenosine (1 0 JJ~) activated 

GIRK currents in: PTX treated HEK cells expressing GIRK112 heteromers, 

Gf31V2111-Venus, adenosine receptors, and CFP-TM-GaoA, n=56; Gas, n=63; Ga(aN· 

oA)s, n= 11; Gas(aN oA-~witch-oA)s, n=B; GasiEAA, n= 1 0; or Gas(oA-a,helical domaln)s, n=B. 

(P<0.05) 

E. _Bar graph (± s.e.m.) of G{3y recovery in cells expressing the indicated CFP

TM-Ga subunits. Biotinylated control cells- CFP-TM: GaoA (n=6); Gas (n=4); 

Ga(aNoA)s (n=7); Gas(aNoA-switch-oA)s (n=7); Gas(aNoA-switch-oA)s (n=7); GasiEAA. (n=7); 

or Gas(oA-ahelicaldomainl)s (n=7). Avidin cross-linked cells- CFP-TM: GaoA (n=6); Gas 

(n=6); Ga(aNoA)s (n=7); GasiEAA (n=7); or Gas(oA-ahelicaldomain)s (n=7). 
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GBy dimers have a higher affinitv for active CFP-TM-Ga§. when compared to 
. . . . ~ 

active CFP;.. TM-GaoA 

It is possible that differential dissociation of G protein heterotrimers is due 

to differential activation of GaoA and. Gas by their cognate receptors. Accordingly, · 

A2A receptors would riot activate Gas heterotrimers in a sufficient amount to elicit 
. . . . 

- dissociation of G[3y dir.ners. Thus, GaoA heterotrimers would always be the 

preferred activators of GIRK channels. To eliminate the potential contribution of 
. . . 

di_fferential heterotrimer activati_on we bypassed receptors by directly activating G 

proteins with a non_hydrolyzable GTP analog, GTPyS. We then used FRAP to -

detect G protein dissociation by monitoring. GP1V2-Venus mobility in the presence 

· of immobile CFP-TM-Ga subunits and GTPyS~ CFP-TM-Ga subunits ·were cross~ 

· linked with anti-GFP antibodies in biotinylation buffer (pH=8.0). 

Following cross-linking, cells were permeabilized with a-toxin (a hemolysin 

derived from S. aureas bacteria) in a high potassium gluconate buffer containing 

activating nucleotide GTPyS (0.1 mM) or inactivating nucleotide GDP(3S (1 

mM)11s. 

GTPyS-BODIPY was use to confirm nucleotide entry (Fig 20A). In cells 

expressing A 1 R, GI31V2-Venus, and CFP-TM-GaoA, very little GP1V2 -Venus 

recovery was present in GDP[3S treatment, suggesting a small population of free 

. G(3y subunits. _In contrast, G(3y-Venus signal recovered to· maximal levels in cells 

treated ·with GTPyS, indicating a large population of free GP1V2 subunits (Fig 

208). In ce.lls expressing A2AR, GI31V2-Venus, and CFP-TM-Gas, no GI31V2-

Venus_ recovery was present in GDP[3S treatment and very little GI31V2-Venus 
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,: .. 

~~ . . 

recovery was present in GTPyS treatment, indicating that both active and 
' , 

. . . 

inactive Gas subunits have substantiaf affinity for G~.1V2 dimers (Fig 20C). · 

Comparison of CFP-:-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas cells showed that G~1V2-Venus 

. ··recovery was greater for CFP-TM~GdoA expressing cells in GDPPS (P<0.0005) 
. . . . . . . . 

' . . . . . 

and GTPyS (P<0.00001) conditions than in ·cFP-TM-Gas cells. These results 

. suggest that active and inactive Gas subunits have a higher affinity fo~ GP1v2-

Venu.s when compared to active and inactive GaoA· However, these results do 
. . . ' . . . . 

not reflect differential activation GaoA and Gas heterotrimers, as a higher affinity 

of Gas ·tor G~1V2-Venus was seen the presence of GTPyS (a slowly hydrolyzing 

nucleotide that wo.uld render most Ga subunits active). 

Gas chimera proteins fail to enhance GBy release or enhance GIRK activation 

To determine the structural features responsible for G protein 

dissociation we constructed CFP-TM-GaoA and CFP-TM-Gas chimera proteins 

and performed G~y-Venus membrane-to-intracellular translocation experiments 

· as well as GIRK recording$. and.FRAP experiments on cells expressing these 

proteins. Chimera proteins were made by mapping the predicted GasPV contact 
. . . . ' ' 

sites-with the published GQw~1V2 he~erotrimer crystal structures and .t~placing · 

the predicted. Gas contact regions .. with those of GaoA 42· 43. We reasoned that 

these-substitutions would result in Gpy dimers that release from active Gas 
. . ' . . . . . . .. ·,. 

subunits more. re~dily. Accordi-ng· to· publis~ed .~rystal structures, Gpy subunits 

. contact Ga at two .regions, the aN helix and the switch region42· 43. 
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Fig 22. GBv binding protein GRK-CT sequesters GB1Yg-Venus. ·· 

A. (left)- Ga, Gf3y, .and m~s GRK-CT schematic .. (upper) Predicted top~logy of .. 

GaoA-Cerulean ·and Gf31Y2-Venus under resting and activated ·conditions.· (lower)· · 

FRET traces (± s.e.m.) of averaged normalized Venus-to-Cerulean ratfos in cells 

expressing GaoA-Cer, Gf31V~ Ven, and A 1 R. A decrease in the Ven/Cer ratio 

indicates that energy transfer between Ga-Cer and G{3y-Ven decreases when 

heterotrimers are activated (50 11M adenosine; horizontal bar; n= 1 0). 

B. (upper) Predictecl topology GaoA-Cer and Gf31Y~ Ven under resting and 

activated conditions in the presence of membrane associated (mas) GRK-CT. 

(lower) FRET traces (± s. e.m.) of averaged normalized Venus-to-Cerulean 

fluorescence ratios in cells expressing·Ga0A-Cer, Gf31y~Ven, masGRK-CT, t:Jnd 

A 1 R. A decrease in the Ven/Cer ratio indicates that energy transfer betWeen Ga- . 

Cer and G{3y-Ven decrease when heterotrimers are activated (50 11M adenosine; 

horizontal bar; n=10). 

C. (upper) Predicted topology of GaaA,· Gf31y~Ven, and masGRK~cr~cer under 

resting and activated conditions. (lower): FRET traces (± s.e~in.) of averaged 

normalized Venus-to-Cerulean fluorescence ratios in. cells ;expressing GaoA, 

Gf31y2-Venus; masGRK~CT-Cer, and A1R.- An·increase·in the Ven/Cerr~.tio 

indicates that energy transfer between G{31y~ Venus and masGRK-_CT-Cerulean . 

increases when heterotrimers are activated (50 11M adenosine: horizontal bar; 

n=10). The· increa~e in FRET beMeen GRK-Cet and G{3y~Venus·are consistent . 

with GRK-CT sequestering G{3y subunits. 
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Therefore, we made CFP-TM-GacoAaN)s chimera proteins by replacing the 

aN helical 32 ~mine acids ·of Gas with thdse ot'GaoA· ·we also made ·cFP-TM~ 
~· ·. . ' 

GO(oAaN-switch-oA)s by replacing the aN helix andthe sw~tch regions of Gas with 
.. 

tho_se of.GaoA· Both constructt; expressed at the plasma membrane (data not 
. . 

. . .. ' . . . . - . ' 

.. shown), however, they did not activate GIRK cha~nels or rel~~sed G(3y subunits 
. . . . . 

· to any extent ~verCFP-TM-Gas when activated with coexpressed A2A rec~ptors 

. (Fig 21). Immobile. CFP-TM-Ga(oAaN)s but not CFP~TM~Ga(oAaN-switch-oA)s 

immobilized G(31V2111-Venus in avidin cross~linked cells indicating that CFP-TM-

GacoAaN)s but not CFP-TM-Ga(oAaN-switch-~A)s formed heterotrimers with G~y-Venus 

(Fig 21 D). We also replaced Gas aN helix amino acids isoleucine and glutamic 

acid with alanine, mutatio_ns known to alter G(3y binding to Ga subunits.· CFP-_ 

TM-Gas (IEAA) localized to plasma membrane when expressed in HEK cells and· 

formed heterotrimers with G(3y subunits. Although it did significantly activate 

GIRK better than CFP-TM-Gas,·we are hesitant to state that this difference is· 

' real, as it failed to significantly release more G(3y subunits (Fig 21 D). We 

attribute its ability to activate GIRK more robustly to variable amounts of protein 

expression . 

. Recently it was shown that a chimera with the a helical domain of Gai 

placed into Gaq allowed receptors acting via Gaq (Gaqiq) to ·activate GIRK 

channels (CI response normally driven by receptor activated Gavo subunits)85
• 

' . ' 

. . . . . 

. . Ther~fore, we took a similar strategy and replaced the a ~elical domain of Gas 

with that of GaoA· CFP-TM-Gas(oAa-helical domain)s formed heterotrimers with G~y-

. Venus but did not activate GIRK channels or release G(3y subunits to a greater 
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extent than CFP~TM-Gas. These results indicate that we were unable to 

engineer a Gas chimera that would release G(3y subunits and activate GIRK 

channels to the same extent as GaoA· 

masGRK-CT binds dissociated GBy dimers and enhances activation induced 

. FRETchanges 

Our results indicate that G protein heterotrimers physically dissociate in 

.living cells. This finding contrasts previous live cell imaging studies which argue 

that many active G protein heterotrimers remain intact throughout·activation2
-
5

• 
11 . 

In order to explain how intact heterotrimers and dissociated heterotrimers are 
. . 

both present simultaneously, we propose that active dissociated subunits exist ·in 

equilibrium with associating G proteins (see discussion and Fig23C for detailed 

description)79
• To confirm this hypothesis we shifted the equilibrium to favor 

dissociated G proteins by decreasing the association rate with the addition of 

G(3y binding protein masGRKct (membrane associated GRK3 c-terminus)116. 

This is possible because the binding of GRK3 c-terminus to G(3y requires 

physical dissociation of G protein heterotrimers due to the significant overlap of 

G(3y binding sites on GRK and both switch and alphaN helix regions of Ga 

subunits47
• To determine if we had shifte.d the equilibrium to the dissociated 

state, we measured FRET decreases after agonist_activation in .cells expressing 

A 1 R, GaoA-Cerulean and Gf31V2111-Venus with or without masGRK c-term. 

Addition of adenosine (Fig 22A; 50 J,JM adenosine; horizontal bar) to cells 

expressing GaoA-Cerulean and Gf31V2111-Venus together with A1 receptors 
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caused FRET to decrease indicating conformational changes in some G proteins 

and dissociation of others. In contrast, addition of adenosine to cells e~pressing 

GaoA-Cerulean and.GP1V2111-Venus together with masGRKct enhanced the FRET 

decrease indicating a shift in the dissociation-association equilibrium to favor 
' ' -

dissociation· (Fig 228; 50 IJM adenosine; horizontal bar). To determine if the 

FRET changes were specific to· masGRKct addition, we monitored agonist 

induced FRET changes between GJ31V2111-Venus and masGRKct-Cerulean. 

Addition of adenosine (Fig 22C; 50 IJM adenosine; horizontal bar) caused FRET 

to increase in cells expressing GaoA and GJ31V2111-Venus together with masGR_K

ct-Cerulean indicating that dissociated GJ3tV2111-Venus dimers were interacting 

. with masGRK-ct subunits. Together these results confirm that active G protein · 

subunits exist in dissociation-association equilibrium that can be shifted to favor 

each particular state. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Specific Aim 1 

.To -test the hypothesis thatG protein heterotrimers physically.dissociate in living 

cells. 

Some G protein heterotriiners phYsically dissociate in living. cells 

Recent developments in Resonance Energy Transfer based techniques 

(FRET and BRET) have renewed interest in G protein dissociation 11
• 

Accordingly, these techniques have allowed experimenters to measure G protein 
. . 

dynamics by tagging Ga subunits and G~y dimers with fluorescent molecules 

YFP and CFP2
-
5

•
11

• 
74

• 
76

• Since RET is de.pendent on proximity of labeled 

proteins (typically <1 0 nm), it is generally assumed that G protein dissociatio~ . 

would result in a net decrea·se in· RET signaf73• 74
• While some experiments have 

measured G protein activation-induced RET decrease, others have observed 

RET increase4
• Thus, several groups have assumed that G protein heterotrimers 

rearrange or dis$ociate and that their behavior can be predicted by the direction 

of RET signal (e.g. increase is synonymous with rearrangement, decrease is 

synonymous with dissociation). However, we feel that such interpretations 

should be met with caution for several reasons. 



First, one cannot reject the possibility that receptor activation, while 

promoting dissociation of a large portion of heterotrimers, may stabilize a small 
. . 

fraction of the G protein po.ol into a tightly coupled .conformation, giving rise to a 

large RET increase that compensates for the loss of signal resulting from 

dissociation4
• 
5

• 
78

• 
79

• Second, because RET is sensitive to orientation and 

distance between molecules, an decrease in RET could be equally consistent 

with subunit rearrangement without dissociation78
• Finally, one is unable to 

determine if energy transfer results from proximity of a labeled protein and its 

interacting partner or from a labeled proteins packed into a region of the cell (e.g. 

bystander RET). Thus, it is unclear from these studies if G protein dis$ociate in 

living cells. 

Since previous experiments are unable to determine if G proteins 

dissociate in vivo, we have examin·ed this question by using a technique that 

does not have the limitations of RET and that can unambiguously measure 

subunit dissociation78
• 
79

• 
103

• We show that G protein subunits physically 

dissociate, as release of G(3y dimers from immobile Ga subunits requires 

physical separation of subunits. 

We rendered Ga subunits susceptible to cross-linking reagents by 

extending human Ga with a transmembrane domain and CFP (Fig 2A). In frame 

with and amino-terminally to CFP we placed a cleavable signal sequence derived 

from human growth hormone. This addition ensured that CFP-TM-Ga subunits 
. . . . . . 

~ould express af the plasma membrane, as some Ga tagged fluoresee.nt 

proteins (CFP, YFP, or GFP) have decreased membrane expression (Digby.and 
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Lambert unpublished). For .G~y, we labeled G~1 and Gy2 su.bunits via bimolecular 
. . 

fluorescence complementation (Fig 28). When transfected into HEK cells both 

sets of constructs expressed at the plasma membrane (Fig 2). In addition, all 
- ' . . ~ . 

PTX insensitive CFP-TM-Gailo subu~its productively coupled to GPCRs as 

indicated by agonist induced activation of GIRK channels in PTX treated cells 

(Fig 9) and_ CFP-TM-Gas subunits were functional as measured by their ability to 
. . 

. activate adenylyl cyclase (Fig 1 0). G~y-YFP subunits were also functional as 

indicated by their ability to increase basal GIRK currents when overexpressed in 

HEK cells (Fig 9). Thus, all types of fluorescent proteins used in these assays 

were functional as measured by the ability to productively couple to effector 

proteins. 

FRAP experiments indicate that avidin cross-linking directly immobilized 

CFP-TM-GaoA subunits and indirectly immobilized G~1V2-YFP subunits via . 

immobile Ga (Fig 4). FRAP experiments also indicate all CFP-TM-Ga (i1, i2, i3, 

oA, and s) subunits were able to form heterotrimers with Gpy (Fig 4 and 5)~ 

Although, CFP-TM-Ga sub~nits varied in their·ability_to· immobilize G~y-YFP, we 

were unable to find any statistical significance (P>0.05) when. comparing the 

mobile fractions· for avidin cross-link~d-·cells (Fig 5). Our results· also indicate that 

· the Gpy interaction with CFP-TM-Ga subunits was real and did not reflect 
-. . - ' 

molecular crowding of G(3y-YFP subunits, as· G·(3y binding-deficient Ga subunits 

were unable to restrict the diffusion of G(31V2.;.YFP (data not shown). 

One issue is the potential FRET between CFP-TM-Ga subunits Gpy-YFP 

subunits, since YFP and CFP have spectral overlap and will FRET. This . 
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potential FRET could result in error in our system (e.g. excess YFP signal due to 

energy transfer between CFP-TM-Ga subunits G~y-YFP). However, we believe 

that the contribution of FRET would be minimal as the distance between 

extracellularly oriented CFP and intracellularly oriented YFP would be greater . 

than the maximal distance fpr efficient energy transfer, as the plasma membrane 

can range from 60 to 200 A 117. 

In addition, we found that constitutively active CFP-TM-Gai/o and s subunits 

were able to restrict the mobility of Gf31Y2-YFP subunits, suggesting heterotrimers 

formed when .G proteins were active (Fig 6). Of note, however, is the finding that 

constitutively active Gai1-3 subunits but not GaoA subunits restricted G~1V2-YFP 

mobility, suggesting that some constitutively active GaoA subunits dissociate in 

.. vivo. This result is inconsistent with later findings indicating that Gai1-3 

heterotrimers dissociat~ upon receptor activation. However, we believe this 

discrepancy might reflect the differences in constitutive activity of GaoA and Gai1_3 

subunits (e.g. it is unclear if GTPase deficient Gai1-3 subunits are as active as · 

GTPase deficient GaoA). In addition, GaoA subunits have a higher rate of 

spontaneous GDP release, thus a higher proportion of these subunits might exist 

in the active state118. · 

Once we had established that inactive CFP-TM-Ga subunits (i1, i2, i3, oA, 

and s) all severely restricted the mobility of G~1V2-YFP dimers, we determined if 

receptor activation released G~1V2-YFP from immobile Ga sources. To our 

surprise, CFP-TM-Ga subunits (i1, i2, i3, and oA) subunits released G~1y2-YFP 

dimers, as indicated by YFP fluorescence redistribution into the bleach region 
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(Fig 7). Thus, G(3y subunits physi·c~llydissoci~~efrom active G protein· 

heterotrimers containing CFP-TM-Gai1, CFP~TM-Gqi2,· CFP-TM-Gai3, or CFP-TM ... 

GaoA subunits in living cells. To our knowledge this is the first unambiguous 

. . . 
demonstration of G protein dissociation in vivo. In contrast, CFP-TM-Gas and 

. . . . . . . 

CFP..:TM-Gasq5 subunits· rernain,ed intact after receptor activatiqn, indicating that 
,· - .· . . . . 

some G protein heterotrimers dissociate while ~thers _remain intact (Fig 8). 

Although our results directly demonstrate that G protein subunits can 

physically dissociate in intact cells, they do not imply that dissociation is a 

general feature of all G protein heterotri.mers. In fact, we have only tested a 

small amount of the possible heterotri'mer combinations resulting from a total of 

16 Ga, 5 G-(3~ and 14 Gy subunits6. In addition, a ~erious limitation of our. 

experimental pr()cedure. is that it requires over-expressed G proteins in. a cultured 

cell line (HEK 293 cells). Thus, we are un~ble to say at this time if this behavior 

is ·conserved for example in native G proteins in mammalian neurons or in lower 

organisms (e.g. S. cerevisia). Additional experiments will be required to 
' ' 

determine the extent to which native G proteil1 heterotrimers physically dissociate · 

under physiological conditions in living cells. 

Interestingly, our results indicate that G(3y-YFP dimers reluctantly 

dissociate from Gas subunits. This finding is consistent with previous studies · 

suggesting that active Gas heterotrimers remain associated4· 5· 40· 75· 87. 

·Accordingly, several groups have suggested that maintained heterotrimer 
. . ·. 

asso-ciation ·is required for signal transduction in some systems 10· 40· 62· 87. In.· 

addition, it was recently found that that PLC activation is eliminated with the loss 
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·of association G protein subunit~60• Thus, in some systems intact heterotrimers 

might signal. 

What then, might be the advantages in signaling via intact heterotrimers? 

It is possible that a maintained heterotrimer allows Ga subunits to confer 

specificity properties onto their associated G~y dimers, which would explain the 

observation that G~v signaling sometimes occurs in a ·Go-specific 

manner84
• 
85

• 
90

• 
92

•
103

• Futhermore, an intact heterotrimer would allow for fast 

propagation of signals (if the heterotrimer is firmly attached to the effector 

protein) by not requiring that G~y subunits diffuse to effectors. However, the 

extent to which Ga subunits confer specificity or speed is still under intense 

investigation (see later). 

On the other hand, there are some advantages to signaling via dissociated 

subunits. First, it is thought that dissociation provides a branch point for· 

divergent signaling pathways that are controlled by a single kind of receptor1 
•. 

Second, dissociated subunits could allow for increase binding energy between 
. . 

G protein and effector due to less steric hindrance, an effect that would be 

present if G proteins remain associated. Furthermore, dissociation provides a 

mechanism for crosstalk between receptors coupled to different G protein 

isoforms, an event that could be important regulation for bifurcating pathways119
• 

. . 

For example, G~y subunits may. act as a feedback loop in that they are released 
' . . . . 

from one G.a isoform and antagonize the effects of another isoform. 
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. Sp~clfic Aim 2 

To test the hypothesis that the degree of Gf3y effector activation is dependent 

upon the degree of G protein dissociation. 

Differential dissociation as a potential mechanism for selective activation of GIRK 

by Ga~d heterotrimers 

The second aim was to determine if differential dissociation of G protein . 
. . 

. . . . . ' . 

heterotrimers is a potential mechanism for isoform specific GIRK channel 
. . 

· activation 103
• As previously described, GIRKs in the heart and brain are primarily 

modulated by pertussis toxin PTX-sensitive-G protein heterotrimers (Gailo) rather 

than PTX insensitive heterotrimers (Gas)81
-
83

. To date, however, no satisfactor-Y 

mechanistic explanation has been·established for this type of specificity. It is w.ell 

known that.specificity does not lie at the level of G~v. as all G~y c?mbinatiolis 

activate GIRK equipotently120
. ·similarly, specificity does not lie at ·the level of 

. . 

receptor, as receptors have been shown to "swap" chimera Ga subunits84
• 

Therefore, Ga subunits must regulate GIRK specificity, even though Gpys are 

the activating moiety. Currently, the best explanati.on to account for specific 

activation of GIRK is that G proteins and GIRK channels are organized into 

macromolecular signaling complexes8a-91
•

121
• However, the extent to which such 

a complex exists in vivo is not known. Therefore, additional mechanisms might 

. be required. Since ~e have shown that GaoA ·subunits are more effective 

liberators of Gpy dimers when compared to Gas subunits, we tested if differential 

. release of G~y su~units might also contribute to. signal specificity~ 
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In order to determine if differential dissociation was a factor for instituting 

specificity, several strategies were employed. ·First, we established a system 

where GaoA and Gas abundance could be observed. This was performed by 

monitoring expression of extracellular CFP molecules on CFP-TM-GaoA and 

· CFP-TM-Gas subunits with Alex~ conjugated anti-G.FP antibodies an~ flow 

cytometry (Fig 14 and 15) .. This step was necessary because differences in G 

. ' ' . 

protein abundance may result in differential regulation of GIRK (e.g. Gas 

heterotrimers do not activate .GIRK as readily because Gas subunits are less 

abundant; see below) 103. Using· this configuration, we observed that GaoA and 

Gas subunits expressed in comparable amounts at the plasma membrane (Fig 

14). Once we ·had established comparable expression, we next monitored 

G protein-mediated GIRK channel activation in PTX-treated cells. We found that 

GaoA heterotrimers activated GIRK channels more effectively than Gas 

heterotrimers, as indicated by increase GIRK currents in the presence of ago.nist 

(Fig 16). In addition, by monitoring GP1V2111-Venus mobility and membrane to 

intracellular space translocation in the presence of immobile Ga subunits, we 

.observed that GaoA heterotrimers release 3 fold the amount of Gl3y subunits 

when compared to Gas heterotrimers (Fig 13 and 18). These results suggest that 

GaoA heterotrimers are more effective activators of GIRK than Gas heterotrimers 

when comparable amounts of each are available. Thus, the effective activation 

of GIRK by GaoA is presumably due to ability of GaoA to release G(3y subunits. 

The next experimental strategy was to ensure that the reduced ability of 

Gas heterotrimers to activate GIRK channels or release of Gpy subunits was not 
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. . . . . . . . 

.the. result of under-expression· of GIRK channels or ineffective activation of Gas 
' .... ·.· . -

subunits with A2A receptors. Therefore, we mo.riitored GIRK channel density by· 
. . . . . . . . . 

metabolic biotinylatio·n of GIRKt. subunits via biotin ligase· followed by staining 

GIRK channels with avid ill Alexa 647 (Fig 20) 101
• We also varied the expression· 

. . : . . 

of A2 adenosine receptors to ensure that experiments were performed in the 

presence of spare receptors. The latter precaution was necessary because 

some receptors might be allocated to a particular set of G proteins and thus 

unable to activate all Gas subunits in cells 122
• As was show·n earlier, we found 

that GIRK channel expression wa$ similar in cells expressing GaoA or Gas (Fig 

20) and that G~y tran~location was sensitive to A2AR expression levels 

indicating spare receptors (Fig 19). Thus, specificity was retained in the 

presence of su.fficient receptors and comparable. amounts of heterotrimers and . 

channels. 

A final experimental strategy was to ensure that the relatively modest 

dissociation from CFP-TM~Gas was. not due to inability to drive all Gas subunits 

into.the active state a finding that might reflect differential heterotrimer activation 

rather than differential heterotrimer dissociation. 
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Since we do not know if reluctance of Gas to release G~y subunits results 

from inefficient heterotrimer activation, we treated cells with slowly hydrolyzing 

GTP analogs (GTPyS) to drive all Ga subunits into the active state. Our FRAP 

results indicate that inactive and active Gas-subunits have a higher affinity for 

G~y dimers than GaoA subunits (Fig 21) a finding that is consistent with previous 

biochemical studies which indicate that inactive GaoA subunits have 40X lower 

affinity for G~y subunits when compared to Gas subunits 123
• Therefore, we 

conclude that the difference between the GaoA and Gas is likely due to differential 

· dissociation of G~y from active G protein heterotrimers rather than differential 

activation of heterotrimers. 

Although, the idea of differential release of G~y subunits is not well 

established, it is consistent with previous results indicating that purified or . 

liberated G~y subunits are the primary activators of GIRK59
• 

120
• 

124
• In addition, 

other effector proteins are modulated by liberated G~y subunits35
. Thus, it is 

possible that differential release of subunits may be a mechanism .to impart 

specificity. However, there are several unanswered questions that need to be 

addressed before extrapolating this mechanism to all G~y effector proteins. 

First, how G~y subunits are differentially released is unknown. It is well 

established that G~y subunits contact Ga at two places, the aN helix and.the 

. switch region42
• 
43 (see Introduction), but the structural features that determine 

differential release have not been identified. To address this, we constructed 

. several Ga~A-Gq~ chimera proteins where these contact points have been 
. . 

. . 

altered. In addition, we have made other clones where mutations in the aN helix-· 
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or mutations outside of the heterotrimer contact points (e.g. the a helical domain) 

have been made. However, we .have thus far fail~d to identify a clear structural 

. basis for differential heterotrimer dissociation, as all chimera subunits were 

unable to enhance extra GJ3y release or elicit further GIRK activation upon 

receptor stimulation (Fig 22). An alternative strategy would be to determine if 
: . . ' ' . ' . . 

purified chimera G proteins dissociate differently in in. vitro assays. 

. ' . ' . 

Anoth~r, question is the time course of activation.· Since, it is generally 

accepted that GIRK channels are saturated with GJ3y subunits within milliseconds 

and our ·measure of free GJ3v-:-Venus subunits reached a maximal amount much 

later, therefore, it is hard to reconcile how the GJ3y subunits that we detect via 

translocation are the same GJ3y subunits that activate the channel. As of yet, we 

have no explanation for these differences other than that GIRK a~tivation is very 

sensitive to GJ3y release. Therefore, we can only speculate that Gl.RK activation 

is due to GJ3y subunits released proximal to channels. Finally, all of our 

experiments were performed using engineered G protein subunits and in a model 

cell system. Thus, we are unable to confirm that this effect would be conserved 

. in native tissues where wild type Ga subunits are present. 

G proteins could signal specificallv to GIRK channels bv forminCI stable 

multimolecular signaling complexes 

. We propose that differential release of GJ3y dimers from PTX sensitive and 

PTX insensitive G proteins provides a simple mechanism to account for 

differential regulation of GIRK. This hypothesis can be visualized in Fig 23, 
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where Gl3y subunits derived from'Gas heterotrimers have limited access to GIRK 
' ' 

, channels. However, upon close examination of Fig 17 and 18, it is apparent that 

the degree of specificity we observed for GIRK activation (5-fold) does not match 

. the amounts of differential GJ3y liberation (3-fold) from GaoA and Gas. Thus, while 

the idea that G proteins differentially dissociate can explain some, amount of 

. GIRK specificity, it cannot account for complete specificity and additional , 

mechanisms might be present. 

A possible scenario is one in which GIRK is activated by heterotrimers 

composed of a specific set of aJ3y subunits. Such exquisite G protein 

heterotrimer specificity was established by Kleuss et a/, who used antisense 

oligonucleotides to abolish inhibition of L-type Ca2
+ channel in GH3 cells. 

Accordingly, elimination of Goa1, GJ31, 'or Gy4 subunits (but not other subunits) 

abolished inhibition of L-type Ca2
+ channels by muscarinic (M4) receptors. 

. However, somatostatin-dependent inhibition of the same channel was eliminated 

by reduction ~f Goa2, GJ33, or Gy312s-127
. While such a finding would solve the 

question of GIRK specificity (assuming this trait can. be applied to other GJ3y 

effector proteins), our results argue against this idea, as we have shown that two 

Ga isoforms (GaoAand Gas) can modulate the same effector protein, although 

not as efficiently. In addition, _subsequent reports describing similar G protein 

subunit specificities have not been numerous. Thus, for these reasons, the idea 

that heterotrimer composition is the only determinant of effector specificity has 

not been widely accepted. 
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·By far, the most plausible additional mechanism for G protein-rried.iated 

specificity is that effector proteins, receptors, and G proteins form stable 

macromolecular signaling complexes. _Indeed, several experiments attest to this 

· idea, including isolation of a variety of signaling complexes from native tissues 
. . ·. . . - . 

· (02, 04, or (32-GIRK, 01-Ca, 82-Ca) and the finding that Ga subunits and G(3y 

. both bind to GIRK channels directly85· 9~· 92· 94· 12a-131 . In addition, recent .studies 

also suggest that Ga subunits directly regulate GIRK channel activation by 

priming channels (e.g. more robust activation at highly expressed channel 

levels), while other studies with chimeric Ga subunits suggest a correlation 

between Ga binding and activation of GIRK85
• 
92. Thus, it is clear that a direct 

interaction between Ga subunit and GIRK might be required for effective- · 

activation. to take place. 

The existence of such a macromolecular signaling complex where Gay0 

. -
subunits bind the channel, while Gas subunits were excluded, would solve the . 

. -

conundrum of PTX-sensitive G protein-GIRK specificity. Accordingly,. the 

proximity of PTX-sensitive G prqteins to GIRK produced by direct contact with . 

the Ga subunits allows the (3y. dimers to activate the channel speedily and 

. efficiently. ln. contrast, G~y dimers released more dista_lly would not activate· 

GIRK, as they would encounter numerous G(3y-scavenging GOP-Ga subunits .. 

Thus, non-PTX sensitive G proteins and their coupled receptors would. have no 

· access to GIRK channels because of proximity 121 . However, such an extreme 

form of compartmentalization has not been directly measured in intact cells and 

an understanding of signaling complex dynamics is far from complete. In 
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·. addition~ current models of macromolecular signaling complexes suggest that 

preassociated heterotrimers would be the sole source of G(3y subunits for GIRK 

activation. Therefore, G(3y dimers released from outside sources would not be 

able to modulate GIRK. However, we think this possibility is unlikely for several 

reasons. Fi_rst, overexpressed G(3y subunits cause tonic activation of_ GIRK 

channels when compared to cells where no extra G(3y subunits are expressed86
. 

Second, G(3y binding peptides; GRK-CT, phosducin, and a peptide of amino 

acids 956- 982 derived from AC, all attenuate G(3y mediated GIRK activation 

presumably by sequestering G(3y subunits from the channel132
-
134

• Finally, G 

protein-GIRK binding studies. are inconsistent with complexes being the only form 

of specificity. For example, several studies (including this one) have shown that 

Gas heterotrimers can activate GIRK channels even though these heterotrimers 

apparently do not bind ·to the GIRK90
. In .addition, Gaq subunits do bind the 

channel but are unable to support activation in heterologous systems90
• Thus, if 

Ga subunit binding is required for GIRK activation, then why doesn't Gas bind if it 

activates and why does Gaq bind if it does not? One explanation is that 

specificity imparted by G protein-GIRK macromolecular complexes is incomplete. 

Therefore, an additional mechanism (differential release of G(3y dimers) would 

provide a inore comprehensive view of how specificity is_achieved. 
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GaoA and Gas abundance in heart and brain cells 

As stated previously, we '!lade a quantitative comparison of G protein 

abundance at the plasma membra~e by flow cytometry and fluotescence 

intensity meas.t.Jrements (Fig 17 and 18). This was necessary step because Ga 

subunit availability might be a factor for determining GIRK specificity. For 

example, a cell with excess GaoA may preferentially use it for activation of GIRK. 

This may be the case in neurons where GaoA heterotrimers (not Gas· 

· heterotrimers) activate GIRKand GaoAexpression is 5 fold greater than Gas 

expression41
• 
80

• Interestingly~ Gas heterotrimers can activate GIRK if 

overexpressed in heart cells, albeit in small amounts when compared to Gai135
• 

However, a strict correlation between GIRK activation and relative Ga abundance 

has not been shown. 

An alternative view is provided by the idea that GIRK specificity might be 

additionally regulated by differential dissociation of G protein heterotrimers. It is 

feasible that reluctance of Gas to release G(3y subunits could account for the 

inability of Gas subunits to activate GIRK in heart and brain cells. Accordingly, 

we provide results· showing that specificity persists even when G protein 

heterotrimer abundance at the cell surface is comparable (Fig 14, 15, and 16). 

Thus, in our hands, specificity reflects the identity of the Gci subunit rather than 

its abundance. Consistent with this idea, several previous studies propose that 

Ga identity is important for certain forms of effector regulation. For example, 
. . . . . . 

GaoA is expressed postnatally in the atria, but it is not required for muscarinic 

. regulation of atrial potassium channels, as indicated by normal agonist mediated 
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potassium currents i~ GaoA knock out mice 136· 137. Furthermore, targeted 
'., . 

· . inactivation _of Gai subunits· in the atria revealed that K+ modulation is primarily 

regulated by Gai1 and Gai2subunits138 . 

. · . . . . . .· . . . . ' . 

·A modified model of the G protein cycle si.Jaaests that active G proteins ar~ in 

dissociation-association equilibrium . 

. It is firmly established that Gproteins dissociate in solution. Accordingly, 

· many schematic models often combine GTP binding and dissociation into a 

single step (Fig 24A). Although G proteins can dissoci~te, the.se schematics are 
' ' ' 

normally oversimplified, as.other experiments suggest' that some G protein 

· supunits remain intact. As state~ previously, the main studies that argue against 

dissociation of G protein subuni.ts include GaJ3y fusion ·proteins that signal in 

yeast and RET studies were energy transfer signals were inconsistent with 

dissociation. From these studies,. some _author~ claim that the G proteins signal 

without the need to· dissociate (Fig 248). Accordingly, in this f!lOdel, activation

dependent changes in Ga subunit conformation lead to uncov~ring of signaling 

surfaces on Ga and GJ3y subunits for transfer of information to downstream 

effector proteins. However, this model is also oversimplified as G proteins have 

been shown to physically dissociate in living cells78
• 

103
• 

As both previous models are incom.plete, we propose a model-of G protein 

~ction that is similar to that suggested by Eva~ko et aP0
• In this model, active 

GaGrPGJ3y heterotrimers may dissociate or stay intact, and individual subunits 

might participate in multiple dissociation and reassociation events before GTP 
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hydrolysis terminates G protein activity (Fig 24C). Active G proteins can 

therefore be thought of being in constant dissociation-association equilibrium79
• 

We believe this model can account for all sets of previous data. For example, 

one major criticism of a model where G proteins dissociate is that RET signals 

. are inconsistent with subunits .separating. In the model presented here, RET 

signals could increase or decrease concomitant with G protein dissociation. This 

would be possible if a combination of robust activation and reluctant dissociation 

caused accumulation of GaGrPG~y producing a net increase in population FRET 

even though some heterotrimers were dissociating at steady-state. Additionally, 

this model separates GTP binding and subun·it dissociation into discrete 

reversible steps~ Thus, GTP binding could cause a .conformational change in 

that weakens the inte~action between Ga and G~y and may lead to an increase 

or decrease in FRET prior to dissociation (depending on the position of the 

fluorescent tag and which Ga subunit being observed)3
-
5

• 
11

• 
76

. 

Here, we present evidence for dissociation-association equilibrium of active G 
. . . . . 

proteins by shifting the equilibrium towards the dissociation state with the 

addition of G~y binding or "buffering" protein. This is shown by the enhanced 

agonist induced FRET decrease in cells expressing GaoA-Cer, G~y-YFP, and · 

mas-GRK-CT (Fig 22A and B). The equilibrium shifting is further demonst~ated 

by· agonist induced FRET increase in cells expressing GaoA, G~y-YFP, and mas

GRK-CT-Cer (Fig.22C). hus, the buffering of active G protein subunits can be 

thought to mimic Le Chatlier's principle of chemical equilibrium which states that 
. . 

the disturbance in equilibrium by changing the conditions results in the 
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. . 

equilibrium moves to counterbalance the cliange. Here, a change in free G[3y 

concentration prompts an opposing reaction in intact heterotrimers. 
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·v.SUMMARY 

· ·1. Fluorescent G-protein subunits express at the plasma membrane and remain 

functional. 

. 2. Avidin crosslinking immobilizes CFP-TM~Ga subunits. 

3. Immobilized CFP-TM-Ga subunits_ restrict the lateral mobility of (31V2-YFP 

.subunits,·confirming stable heterotrimer formation. 

·4~ ·Some constitutively active CFP-TM-Ga subunits restrict (31y2-YFP. 

· 5. Receptor activation releases (31V2 subunits from immobile Ga subunits. 

6. G(31y2 subunits dissociate more readily from Gauo subunits than from Gas. 

1. GdoA heterotrimers are.more effective activators of GIRK than Gas when 

comparable-amounts of each are available. 

8. GIRK channel expression and A2 adenosine receptor expression are not 

limiting factors for differential heterotrimer action .. 

9. Active and inactive G protein. heterotrimers have differential affinity for G(3y 

dimers. 

1 0. Active G protein subunits exist in dissociation-association equilibrium .. 



Conclusion 

1. 

Before this project, direct measure of mammalian G protein dissociation in 

vivo was not possible. By measuring .the mobility of G~y subunits in the 

·presence of immobile Ga subunits with FRAP microscopy, we detected the 

formation of and the dissociation otG: protein heterotriniers. We found that 

receptor activation released G~1V2 dimers more readily from CFP-TM-Gai/o than 
. . 

from CFP-TM-Gas subu·nits. Thus, some G protein heterotrimers dissociate in 

living cells" However, whether this finding translates to all G protein .. 

heterotrimers is unkn·own, as the tested population is a small fraction of all . 

possible heterotrimer combinations. 

G protein subunits activate effector proteins in an isoform specific manner. 

For example, GIRK channels are primarily activated by Gailo heterotrimers, not 

Gas heterotrimers in heart and brain. The underlying mechanisms that explain 

such specificity are unknown. The existence of a protein complex that includes 

receptor, G protein, and effector is currently the best explanation for this 

· phenomen()n. While we cannot rule out the role of signaling complex, we do 

offer an alternative (and additional) mechanism to account for G protein 

·specificity. Since we have shown that G proteins differentially dissociate, we 

propose that the degree of dissociation might correlate with the degree of effector 
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activation. This effect would provide_ a simple mechanism for activation of GIRK 

by Gavo heterotrimers and could be applied to other (3y effector proteins . 
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